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ATTACHMENT 3 
 
 
ATTACHMENT 3 
 
Community Consultation  
 

 Submissions (in italics) 
 Response by the applicant to these submissions follows (in bold and

italics). 
 

 When this building was first proposed the council deemed the
boundary wall excessively high and excessively long on the eastern
boundary. The owner-builder then came to me as a neighbour to ask
for my assistance in getting his plans through council. After some 
discussion we decided on plans that allowed him to have largely what
he wanted and still be tolerable for us. I built a timber structure to
outline of the proposed building (he did so by entering my property 
without permission and erected 2 timbers that were not the 
correct length I made no issue of this) so that we might be able to 
judge its effect on us. This set the heights of 6 metres and 3 metres
on the parapet wall (from the floor height at the front of the house).
The builder submitted plans accordingly, I spoke in favour of them to 
council staff and the plans were approved.  Whilst we reached 
agreement this was a compromise.  The choice was I set back 
the walls and have windows to 1.6m above upper floor level or
build closer to the boundary and have no windows facing the 
neighbour, he chose the latter.  It is also worth mentioning that 
the building replaces a structure previously built on the
boundary (in fact over the boundary) and this was corrected by
my building back 400mm from the previous structure.  The old 
structure did have windows overlooking the Eastern neighbour 
which he resented.  Also it should be noted that the base of the
parapet walls are between 400mm to 1000mm below the
adjacent land RL. 
 

 Subsequently the parapet wall was built to this height approximately 
and this was drawn to my attention. I checked the measurements and
responded that it was in order. The floor level inside the house was
raised in two steps, much higher than in the plans, but the owner-
builder twice assured me that this would have no effect on the 
heights that we had agreed upon.  No such discussion took place. 
In fact the plans submitted with the building licence clearly
show the impact of the steps introduced following discussions
with the council engineers and these were introduced to avoid 
possible disturbance of the neighbours shed.  I am uncertain if 
the shed in question is permitted particularly as this would not
meet the current codes for a structure on the fence line as this
is timber work shop and hence a potential fire hazard . 

   
 I have looked at the new plans but they do not accurately reflect the

building as it stands. The steps in walls, their alignments and
setbacks, the windows, the roof structure, the heights, so many 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
 
 
From: Boynton, Alan  
Sent: Tuesday, 5 July 2011 5:01:31 PM 
To: Natalie Martin Goode 
Subject: RE: 13 Malcolm 

Natalie 
Re your question which Neighbour they have both separately discussed fence line 
issues with me.  I understand both have confirmed they do not now want any further 
construction work ie they are not objecting to house walls. 
 
Re Neighbour Garry I  have agreed to tidy out area and if needed will add stabilised 
sand at critical points.  Existing fence is in poor repair so we may rebuild in future. 
 
Re neighbour Mark he has been a bit distracted and is still slightly incapacitated due 
to his shoulder injury.   As a result I have not considered this a priority.  The problem 
is that there is a 1.2m high bank at the property boundary which in places is allowing 
sand to migrate into my property but it is mostly competent limestone.   I am planning 
to stabilise the rock & Earth bank by stripping back and using waste limestone for 
retaining facing.  After that wall improvements will be subject to ground conditions.  I 
will assess with my builder but I do not think we can risk putting a heavy brick wall on 
top of a lime stone bank. This would need to be engineered for stability and retaining 
which could require double brick & parging or a heavy duty footing.  If this was found 
to require significant excavation this would require excavation and removal of rock 
on the boundary and this introduces stability issues and this was the driver for 
reducing the depth of the house foundations which changed the wall RLs.  Brick is 
Marks’s preferred option but if it falls, it falls on me so a lighter fence on to a strip 
footing may be the safest option.   
 
  A brick wall with retaining foundations would be very expensive (I suspect at least 
$10-15K)for approx 10m and would require a fairly heavy excavator and there is no 
access for this.   The foundations for my extension were dug with a hand jack 
hammer and a mini excavator and this was to remove only 100mm off the cap rock, 
and that was very hard going, but the land continues to rise toward the back of the 
block and the back and the earth bank increases in height. 
 
In conclusion I have agreed with Mark to remove the vegetation off the earth bank 
and we can jointly inspect the area to assess a practical outcome. 
 
I am not sure why this should be linked to the planning permit as I see this to be a 
separate issue. 
 
Alan Boynton 
Project Manager  
  
Rio Tinto 
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From: Natalie Martin Goode 
Sent: Tuesday, 5 July 2011 7:53 AM 
To: (RTIO) 
Subject: 13 Malcolm 
 
Hi Alan 
 
Have you discussed the fencing proposal with your neighbour? 
 
Regards 
 
Natalie Martin Goode 
Manager Development Services 
  
Celebrate the city’s unique history at the Fremantle Heritage Festival from 27 May–6 June featuring 
various events, tours and exhibitions. For more information visit www.fremantle.wa.gov.au under 
‘festivals’. 
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PSC1107-131 MARTHA STREET NO. 22 (LOT 39), BEACONSFIELD – TWO 
STOREY RERAR ADDITION TO EXISITNG SINGLE STOREY 
SINGLE HOUSE – (NB DA0142/11) 

ATTACHMENT 1 – Development Plans 22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – 29 March 2011 
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Heritage Assessment – 22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – 16 June 
2011 
 

HERITAGE ASSESMENT 
 
 
 

22 MARTHA STREET, BEACONSFIELD 
 

 
 

PREPARED FOR 
CITY OF FREMANTLE  

REF: DA0142/11 
 
 

Date: June 2011 

 

 

 

 
Annabel Wills Architecture Pty 

Ltd 
Architecture + Heritage 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

This Heritage Assessment has been prepared for the City of Fremantle as per the 

City of Fremantle, Local Planning Policy 1.6, Preparing Heritage Assessments.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield is a single story stone, brick and Colourbond house 

designed as an example of Fremantle’s vernacular architecture. 

The place is being used as a private residence. 

The current Development Application is for partial demolition and rear additions and 

alterations to the existing single house. An site plan, plans, elevations and 

perspectives of the proposed additions (date stamped 29 March 2011), have been 

provided for this assessment.   

HERITAGE LISTINGS 

Register of the National Estate    - 

National Trust  - 

Municipal Inventory     14/10/2000 

State Register of Heritage Places              - 

 
CITY OF FREMANTLE POLICIES 
DB.H1 URBAN DESIGN AND STREETSCAPE GUIDELINES 

The objective of this policy is to conserve and enhance areas of architectural or 

historic character whilst encouraging harmonious development with the existing 

authentic character and appearance of the traditional residential areas of Fremantle. 

The policy also ensures that alterations and additions to existing buildings of historic, 

cultural and/or of streetscape value respect the character and integrity of those 

buildings through assessment criteria for new infill residential development and 

alterations/ additions to existing residences. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLACE 

In 2011, 22 Martha Street is a single storey brick and stone house. The walls are 

limestone with red brick quoining to window and door openings. The hipped roof is 

clad with zincalume and has two chimneys with corbelling and terracotta pots. There 
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is a bull nosed verandah which is supported by timber posts and decorative 

brackets. There is a rendered masonry and timber picket fence to the front boundary 

line. 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE  

22 Martha Street is aesthetically significant as an example of Fremantle’s vernacular 

architecture of the Victorian Georgian style. The typical single storey stone cottage 

dates from the late nineteenth to early twentieth century and is historically significant 

as a representation of working people’s living conditions in the Fremantle area.  

HERITAGE VALUES 
Heritage values and attributes should be considered in the context of the following: 
Fabric 
Setting 
Use 
Associations 
Meaning 

 

Table 1 
Heritage values 
Aesthetic High – the place contributes positively to the streetscape 

and is a good example of the Victorian Georgian style of 
architecture. 

Historic Some – as a representative example of the typical building 
stock located within the residential areas of Fremantle 

Social Low 
Scientific Low 
Heritage Attributes 
Rarity Low.  
Representativeness Moderate – it is representative of the typical building stock 

located within the residential areas of Fremantle 
Integrity Moderate. 
Authenticity Moderate. 

Table 2 
Significance  
Exceptional Considerable Some Limited or none 
Comments: 
The overall significance of the place is considerable.  
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STATEMENT OF HERITAGE IMPACT 

Table 3 
How does the proposed development impact on the heritage significance of the 
place with regard to the following criteria: 

Degree of change (positive and 
negative) on the place in light of 
its heritage significance. 

The proposal is for partial demolition of the 
rear sections of the house and two storey 
additions and alterations. 
Demolition: the demolition of the rear 
sections of the house is considered 
acceptable as they are later additions and 
rear skillions. 
Two storey additions: the two storey 
additions are considered acceptable as the 
bulk of the building is located well behind the 
ridge line of the original front two rooms of 
the house. The garage is set back from the 
front building line of the house. 
Internal alterations: internal alterations are 
considered acceptable as the integrity of the 
original house is largely being maintained 
and the alterations are largely to the rear. 
Overall it is considered that the degree of 
change is positive in light of the place’s level 
of significance.  

Degree of permanent impact 
(irreversible loss of value) that the 
proposal is likely to have on the 
heritage significance of the place 

The part demolition will have a permanent 
impact, however, as these sections of the 
place are of less heritage significance it is 
considered acceptable.  

Compatibility with heritage 
building in terms of scale, bulk, 
height – the degree to which the 
proposal dominates, is integrated 
with, or is subservient to a 
heritage place 

It is considered that the proposed bulk and 
scale of the new two storey additions and 
garage has been located and designed in a 
manner which reduces the impact on the 
streetscape. The original building can be 
easily understood from the street as the bulk 
of the building is located well behind the 
ridge line of the original front two rooms of 
the house. The garage is set back from the 
front building line of the house. 
Therefore the proposal is considered 
acceptable in terms of scale bulk and height.

Compatibility with the streetscape 
and/or heritage area in terms of 
the siting, local architectural 
patterns, and the degree of 
harmonised integration of old and 
new. 

The proposed additions as discussed above 
have been sited and designed in a manner 
that will have little negative impact on the 
streetscape. 

Therefore the proposal is considered 
acceptable in terms of impact on the 
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streetscape. 

Compatibility with heritage 
building in terms of the design 
solutions and architectural 
language such as refinement and 
finesse of detailing, texture, 
materials, finishes and quality of 
craftsmanship.  

The simplified detailing and modern design 
is supported as it provides follows Burra 
Charter principles and allows the original 
building to be easily identified.  

Degree of impact on the important 
public views, vistas, landmarks, 
landscape features 

The impact on views and vistas has been 
kept to a minimum. 

 

CONCLUSION.  
1. Overall, the proposed demolition is considered acceptable as these sections 

of the place are of less heritage value and the demolition has a low impact on 
the existing streetscape. 

2. The proposed garage and two storey additions are acceptable. 

3. It is considered that the proposed materials and overall design is acceptable. 

4. The internal alterations are considered acceptable. 

5. It is considered that the overall bulk and scale of the proposed new additions 
are acceptable. 

5.0 STATEMENT OF CONSERVATION  

Generally: 

 This document is utilised as a simple photographic record of the place. 

 The MHI database is updated after the works are undertaken 

6.0 REFERENCES  
 Apperly, R, e t a l. A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture 

Styles and terms from 1788 to the Present. (Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 

1989). 

 The Burra Charter (Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places 

of Cultural Significance), 1999 

 Fremantle Municipal Inventory Place Record 22 Martha Street. 
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7.0 PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

Photograph 1.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Front Elevation 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
 
 
 
 

 

Photograph 2.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Street Elevation 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 3.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Street Elevation 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
 

 

Photograph 4.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Elevation and neighbouring property 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 5.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Elevation and neighbouring property 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 6.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Neighbouring property 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 7.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Elevation and neighbouring property 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 8.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Elevation and neighbouring property 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 9.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Streetscape 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 10.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Streetscape 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 11.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Streetscape 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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Photograph 12.  

22 Martha Street, Beaconsfield – Streetscape 

Source: Annabel Wills Architecture – May 2011. 
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PSC1107-132 SOUTH TERRACE NO 16/342 (LOT 16), SOUTH FREMANTLE – 
HOME BUSINESS (MEDITATION CLASSES) – (PM DA0167/11) 

ATTACHMENT 1
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PSC1107-133 SCHEDULE OF APPLICATIONS DETERMINED UNDER 
DELEGATED AUTHORITY 

ATTACHMENT 1 
1. CHADWICK STREET NO.26 (LOT 1608), HILTON – OUTBUILDING 

ADDITION (PM DA0230/11) 

2. HIGH STREET NO.316 (LOT 1), FREMANTLE – TWO LOT GREEN TITLE 
SUBDIVISION (MS WAPC370-11) 

3. INSTONE STREET NO.4 (LOT 1520), HILTON – VARIATIONS TO 
PREVIOUS APPROVED DEVELOPMENT FOR DA0435/10 (JL VA0026/11) 

4. SOUTH STREET NO.34 (LOT 50), FREMANTLE– RETROSPECTIVE 
APPROVAL FOR PRIMARY STREET FENCE ADDITION– (JL DA0150/11)  

5. MICHAEL STREET NO.147 (LOT 147), BEACONSFIELD – ALTERATIONS 
AND ADDITIONS TO AN EXISTING SHOP (MS DA0181/11) 

6. STOCK ROAD NO.293 (LOT 96) – WAREHOUSE ADDITIONS TO 
EXISTING WAREHOUSE AND OFFICE BUILDING – (KS DA0300/11) 

7. KEELING ST NO.21 (LOT 226), SOUTH FREMANTLE – BALCONY 
EXTENSION TO EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE – (KS DA 0285/11) 

8. PAKENHAM STREET NO.1 (LOT 97), FREMANTLE – CHANGE OF USE 
FROM ‘OFFICE’ TO SINGLE HOUSE – (KS DA0185/11) 

9. BOWEN STREET NO.1 (LOT 12), O’CONNOR – OUTBUILDING ADDITION 
AND SITE UPGRADE TO EXISTING STORAGE YARD – (KS DA0266/11) 

10. REES STREET 4 &5/10(LOT 5), O’CONNOR – CONSTRUCTION OF PATIO 
TO COMMERCIAL BUILDING – (KS DA0224/11) 

11. PRICE STREET NO.25(LOT 1), FREMANTLE – INSTALLATION OF 
RAINWATER TANK TO EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE – (KS DA0272/11) 

12. SAMSON STREET NO.143 ( LOT 68), WHITE GUM VALLEY – REFOOFING 
OF EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE (KS DA0197/11)  

13. TERRENE LANE NO 11 (LOT 137), O’CONNOR – TWO STOREY SINGLE 
HOUSE – (PM DA0228/11) 

14. WILUNA AVENUE NO.5A (LOT 1), WHITE GUM VALLEY – SINGLE 
STOREY ADDITION TO EXISTING GROUPED DWELLING – (KS 
DA0276/11) 

15. CHAMBERLAIN STREET NO.23(LOT 60), O’CONNOR – TWO LOT 
SURVEY STRATA SUBDIVISION OF LOT 60 CHAMBERLAIN STREET, 
O’CONNOR-(JL & KS WAPC 456-11) 

16. JACKSON STREET, NO.3(LOT 8), NORTH FREMANTLE – REPAIR TO 
FRONT FENCE OF EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE (KS DA0200/11) 

17. HOPE STREET, NO. 11A (LOT 902) WHITE GUM VALEY – TWO STOREY 
SINGLE HOUSE (JWJ DA0169/11) 

18. THOMAS STREET NO.24 (LOT 142), SOUTH FREMANTLE – DEMOLITION 
OF EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE AND REPLACEMENT TWO STOREY 
SINGLE HOUSE (MS DA0155/11) 
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19. MARKET STREET NO. 21-33 (LOT 127) FREMANTLE - ALTERATIONS TO 
EXISTING COMMERCIAL BUILDING (LEVEL 1B HERITAGE LISTED 
BUILDING) (KS DA0247/11) 

20. HOWELL VISTA NO.12 (LOT 105), BEACONSFIELD – TWO STOREY 
SINGLE HOUSE– (KS DA0221/11) 

21. HOPE STREET NO.132 (LOT 1), WHITE GUM VALLEY –CONSTRUCTION 
OF NEW SINGLE STOREY GROUPED DWELLING – (KS DA0179/11) 

22. HAMPTON ROAD NO. 100 (LOT 125) FREMANTLE – ALTERATIONS TO 
EXISTING RESIDENTIAL BUILDING (LODGING HOUSE) – (BC 
PW0004/11) 

23. SNOOK CRESCENT NO. 65 (LOT 1368), HILTON – TWO LOT 
SUBDIVISION – (BC WAPC144328) 

24. QUARRY STREET NO. 27 (LOT 4), FREMANTLE – ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS TO GROUPED DWELLING – (BC DA0254/11) 

25. SOUTH STREET NO.97 (LOT 53), BEACONSFIELD – DEMOLITION OF AN 
EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE AND CONSTRUCTION OF TWO, TWO 
STOREY GROUPED DWELLINGS (MS DA0127/11) 

26. EDMUND STREET, NO. 99-101 (LOT 2) FREMANTLE – TWO SINGLE 
STOREY DETACHED HABITABLE STUDIO ROOM ADDITIONS TO 
EXISTING GROUPED DWELLINGS (JL DA0277/11) 

27. HIGH STREET NO.107 (LOT 4), FREMANTLE –EXTERNAL DOOR 
ADDITIOSN AND ASSOCIATED SIGNAGE TO EXISTING SHOP – (JL 
DA0116/11) 

28. DOROTHY STREET NO.7 (LOT 4), FREMANTLE –THREE LOT SURVEY 
STRATA SUBDIVSION (JL WAPC537-11) 

29. WATKINS STREET NO.130 (LOT.101), FREMANTLE – CONSTRUCTION 
OF NEW SINGLE STORY SINGLE HOUSE – (KS DA0241/11) 

30. DOURO ROAD NO.18 (LOT 70), SOUTH FREMANTLE – 
RESTROSPECTIVE APPROVAL FOR FRONT WALL TO EXISTING 
SINGLE HOUSE – (KS DA0249/11) 

31. SOLOMON STREET NO.152 (LOT 13), BEACONSFIELD – EXTERNAL 
AND INTERNAL ALTERATIONS TO AN EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE – (MS 
DA0182/11) 

32. HIGH STREET 2/93-95 (LOT 1), FREMANTLE– SIGNAGE AND FAÇADE 
ALTERATIONS– (NMG DA0243/11) 

33. BANNISTER STREET NO. 22 (LOT 18), FREMANTLE – TWO LOT 
FREEHOLD SUBDIVISION– (AM WAPC 144295/11) 

34. HOPE STREET NO.2 (LOT 1277), WHITE GUM VALLEY – TWO LOT 
GREEN TITLE SUBDIVISION – (MS WAPC144171) 

35. HINES ROAD NO.61 (LOT 18) HILTON – ADDITION & ALTERATION TO 
EXISTING SINGLE HOUSE (AM DA0287/11) 
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PSC1107-134 CITY CENTRE STRATEGIC SITES WORKING GROUP 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 
ATTACHMENT 1 
 
City Centre Strategic Sites Working Group 
 
Background 
 
The City Centre Strategic Sites Working Group was formed by the Council in June 
2010 with the purpose of providing “response and feedback to the Council in the 
development of possible amendments to Local Planning Scheme No. 4 to facilitate 
the redevelopment of key strategic sites within the Fremantle CBD”.  
 
The Council was of the view that there “is a need for increased retail and commercial 
activity, greater high grade office accommodation and significant increases in local 
resident population within the Fremantle CBD”.  The Council recognised that certain 
sites within the CBD are underutilised and could be more intensively redeveloped, 
although economic and social development objectives need to be properly balanced 
against the need to protect and enhance the built form character of the Fremantle 
central area.   
 
The working group was requested to examine the Local Planning Scheme and policy 
provisions for these key sites to determine if they are appropriate and whether 
amendments could be made to the statutory planning regime to encourage 
redevelopment.  Whilst it was acknowledged that there are other factors which 
influence the redevelopment of land, the Local Planning Scheme provisions are 
clearly a critical factor in determining the viability or otherwise of redevelopment. 
 
The Working Group comprised: 

 Mayor Brad Pettitt 
 Cr Andrew Sullivan (Presiding Officer) 
 Cr John Dowson 
 Peter Nolin representing the Fremantle Chamber of Commerce 
 Don Whittington representing the Fremantle Society 
 Ian Alexander, community representative  
 Madeleine Hug, community representative 
 Richard Longley, community representative 
 Ian Scott, community representative. 

 
Consultant urban designer Linley Lutton and local heritage architect Alan Kelsall 
were engaged by the City to assist the working group to carry out its investigations. 
 
The Director Planning and Development was the Project Mentor and the City’s 
Strategic Urban Designer was the Project Leader. The Manager Economic 
Development and Marketing also attended working group meetings in order to 
provide a link with the Economic Development Working Group.  
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This report documents the process the group undertook between July 2010 and 
June 2011 to arrive at its recommendations.  The following illustrated summary has 
been taken from the minutes of working group meetings during that period.  
 
Employment, retail and population targets for the CBD area 
 
The Working Group commenced in July 2010 by examining data showing changes in 
city centre commercial land use and floorspace since 1990.  The data showed a 
reduction in employment during that period which was compared to progressive 
increases in other similar centres during the same period.  
 

             
 
Land Use 

• Falls in floorspace for retail, light industry and distribution uses since 1990 
• Increases in education, office (by 16%), residential floorspace (25%) 
• Vacant floorspace is 85% higher in 2007 than it was in 1990 
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Employment 
• City centre employment peaked in 1993 
• No. of city centre jobs barely changed in almost 20 years 
• Significant % in retailing, which is more vulnerable to changing economy 
• In comparison, employment in the Subiaco commercial district has been 

steadily rising, particularly in office jobs 
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Inner city residents 
 

 City centre residential population has remained relatively unchanged at around 
830 residents since 1990.   

• Residential floorspace increased by 25% since 1990, however the number of 
residents remained relatively unchanged – likely due to larger units and/or 
smaller households 

• Residents scattered across CBD; difficult to achieve a critical mass for 
activation and a sense of community. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Residential density 

• Density of residents in the city centre is about half as dense as the rest of 
Fremantle 

• This is the opposite of how a lively central city should compare to the suburbs 
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Strategic Context 
A number of key strategic documents provide a major basis for the exercise: 
 
Council Strategic Plan 2010-2015 - Targets: 

• 5 major commercial projects 
• One new government agency 
• At least one new accommodation hotel 
• 20,000 sqm extra retail (not incl. ING) 

 
State strategic direction 
Directions 2031 and Beyond and Activities Centre Policy: 

 Designates Fremantle as one of ten Strategic Metropolitan Centres in the 
Activity Centre hierarchy, the level below Primary Centre 

 To achieve Primary Centre status the City would need to pursue a range of 
initiatives to increase retail, office, residential and public sector activity. 

 The Activities Centre Policy identifies that desirable residential density of 
strategic metropolitan centres (Fremantle’s current status) is 45 units/gross 
ha within an 800m walkable catchment of the public transport node.   

 Applied to Fremantle the 800 metre walkable catchment would contain 
approximately 64 ha which would result in 2880 units and approximately 4900 
residents.  The walkable catchment includes part of the outer East End 
(covered by Scheme Amendment 38).  The area of walkable catchment within 
the city centre zone is 53 gross ha resulting in 2385 units or approximately 
4050 residents.  The city centre residential population in 2006 was 830. 

 

 
800 metre walkable catchment from the rail and bus stations 
 
The group also met jointly with the Economic Development Working Group for a 
presentation by Gary Prattley, Chairman WAPC on the State’s Activity Centres 
Policy. 
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Population targets 
 
For the purposes of testing various development scenarios the group adopted the 
following target worker and resident populations for the City Centre zone that would 
be tested by the various development scenarios for the key development sites. 
 

  Current Target Rate applied Approx extra 
floorspace reqd 

Workers 6200 Increase x 2 to 
12,400 

1 job/15sqm 93,000 sqm 

Residents  830 Increase x 4 to 
3320 

1.7 res/100sqm 
unit 

146,500 sqm 

TOTAL      239,500 sqm 

 
 
Identification of key strategic sites 
 
The Working Group assessed and identified sites in the City Centre Zone that: 

 Are Underutilised 
 Have not had any major recent development 
 Have the potential to significantly support the Council’s strategic aims 
 Have potential for LPS4 amendment. 

 
The group identified the sites shown in the map below. 
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Assessment of strategic sites 
 
September 2010 
 
The group applied the current planning scheme provisions and relevant policies to 
the identified sites and determined that maximum development of all of the strategic 
sites within the City Centre Zone in accordance with the current requirements of 
LPS4 would achieve approximately 67% of the 239,500sqm extra floorspace 
necessary to meet the target population. 
 
It was therefore concluded that achievement of the targets will be unlikely under the 
current provisions of LPS4 for the key development sites and that the group needed 
to investigate what changes would be appropriate in accordance with best practice 
planning and urban design and that are more likely to achieve the desired population 
increases. 
 
It was agreed that the following list of issues would form the basis for more detailed 
analysis of the sites.  

o Identity and character 
townscape, heritage, views, height, scale, etc 

o Amenity of public spaces 
activation, comfort, shade, wind, etc 

o Access and connectivity 
public transport, parking, walking, etc 

o Activities / land use 
mix and locations of core uses 

 
The group then carried out extensive consideration of the city centre’s urban 
structure, precincts, functions, linkages, spaces and desired character focussing on 
the general area of the strategic sites. 
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West End Conservation Policy Area and Prison Buffer Zone 

 
Strategic Sites and Local Identity Code grids 
 

 
Character Precincts 
Examined the potential development of each strategic site, which were generally 
subdivided into west end sites, core precinct sites and inner east end sites as each 
area or precinct had different characteristics and development opportunities. 
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Weekday and weekend pedestrian volumes 
 

 
 
Relationship of strategic sites with the view cone from Monument Hill to key 
landmarks 
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October / November 2010 
 Considered the quality and preferred character of spaces around the key 

strategic sites as this will be a major factor in determining appropriate building 
scale and form in those areas.  Key spaces included Queen St, Cantonment 
St, High St, Kings Square and the railway forecourt and Elder Place. 

 Considered future visions for the streets and public spaces around the key sites 
and reinforced the importance of Queen St, Adelaide St and Kings Square. 

 Discussed whether it was appropriate to apply the Local Identity Code to 
developments of the strategic sites.  It was generally agreed that while the 
code was relevant to redevelopment in the west end, the inner east end could 
develop its own identity and character.   

 Generally agreed that a 1:1 street width to building height ratio was appropriate 
for street frontage heights. 

 Street cross sections were examined and a street walk by the group helped to 
form views on desired character of the various streets around the sites. 
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January 2011 
 Addressed the recommendations in the Retail Model Plan that related to built 

form and development. 
 

 
 
Ultimate Retail Anchors and Linkages from the Retail Model Plan 
 
 

 Consideration of development principles for site D. 
 Joint meeting with the Economic Development Working Group to consider the 

draft Economic Development Strategy. 
 
February 2011 

 Considered development requirements specifically for the City owned Point St 
properties (site F). 

 Workshopped preparation of a desired urban character for the core of the city, 
particularly addressing connectivity, developing a ‘heart’, streetscape and 
public domain, height, mix of uses. 
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Sketches from workshop on desired urban character 
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March 2011 
 The following presentation on the balance between heritage conservation and 

social and economic revitalisation in Fremantle was given to the working 
group by local heritage architect Alan Kelsall. 

 
FREMANTLE: A CENTRE OF TRADE 
A case for the integration of heritage conservation with social and economic 
revitalisation 
 
 
Fremantle: a centre of trade  
 

Fremantle was established as the port town for Perth, essentially as a centre of 
trade.  It is this purpose that underpins its distinct character and heritage and is why 
Fremantle evolved an urban centre recognisably different from those parts of Perth 
that were established as residential suburbs. The city centre is characterised by an 
urban layout and a concentration of specific building types strongly associated with 
port-related activities.  
 

Until the middle of the twentieth century the special character of the city evolved as a 
sensitive response to the favourable circumstances that came about as a 
consequence of Fremantle being a thriving port city and this distinctiveness is 
embodied in both its urban form and its heritage buildings. 
 

 
 
Figure One 
High Street c.1934 illustrating its earlier success as a vibrant commercial urban centre. 
Source: Fremantle local history photographic collection 
 

Evolved urban form 
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Fremantle was an economically successful centre of trade that evolved an urban 
form which promoted not only the exchange of goods but also the easy exchange of 
ideas, business and culture.  It evolved a range of opportunities for bringing people 
together to support a wide variety of activities and infrastructure for this purpose.  
The 1955 map illustrates this and shows how Fremantle evolved from the 
foundations set by the original Roe town plan; the effects of the gold rush period and 
the consequent development of Fremantle Harbour in the Swan River.  
 

The primary importance of the role played by the Port in activating this urban plan 
cannot be overemphasised. 
 
Distinct interdependent areas 
 
The 1955 map also shows the pattern of development of Fremantle and how it could 
be read as an amalgamation of distinct interdependent areas.  Their distinctiveness 
can be seen to derive from the location of each area and the influence of the 
patterns of use and activity, together with the contribution that each made to 
adjoining areas and to the overall development of the City.  At the same time, 
however, this meant that each area was not fully self-sustaining; instead, as a result 
of the evolution of the integrated urban structure, they were contributory parts (albeit 
not always successfully) of the interdependent yet diverse whole.  
 

 
Figure One 
1955 map showing the land use of the centre of Fremantle at that time.  It provides a clear record of how 
the city evolved city sensitively to the favourable circumstances that came as a consequence of Fremantle 
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being a thriving port city.  Note the mix of diversity and the delineation of character areas. 

 
Diversity 
 
The diversity of central Fremantle needs to be appreciated in terms of the scale of its 
parts. Diversity can be expressed at the scale of a building (one use above another), 
a street (one use next to another), an area or precinct (groups of uses next to others) 
and a city (areas of predominant uses next to others).  Fremantle had diversity at all 
the above-described scales. 
 
While each area accommodated a mix of uses, it is also apparent that each had a 
definable character.  This character came from each area accommodating a number 
of principal compatible uses that interacted positively with the compatible but 
different predominant uses in adjoining areas. 
 
The city evolved an integrated urban plan that can be interpreted as providing the 
mix of uses needed to create a balanced sustainable community that did not rely on 
the use of private cars.  
 
Decline 
 
The introduction of containerisation in the 1970s caused profound changes in 
Fremantle, not only to shipping and associated industries but also to the commercial, 
retail, social and residential activity the city sustained.  Not only did containerisation 
change the way ships were loaded and unloaded but also how and where the 
imported and exported commodities were stored.  Such changes led to a massive 
reduction in the number of people employed in these industries, which in turn led to a 
complete transformation of the earlier interdependence of the harbour and the centre 
of Fremantle and its more residential areas. 
 
Fremantle has not adapted successfully to the decline of its port related industries.  
The effects of this decline were exacerbated by concurrent changes in attitudes to 
town planning which sought rigid zoning, low density and the promotion of private 
transport, with little consideration given to context or local character.  
 
Revitalization of the urban form 
 
A key problem for Fremantle today is that the established urban form is no longer 
enlivened by the same level of social and economic optimism that sustained its 
development.  This loss of vigour has diminished Fremantle’s ability to function as 
intended and has caused an incremental deterioration in the quality of the public 
realm and less appreciation of the worth of its heritage buildings.  
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Figure Three 
Centre of Fremantle c1940. Note strong urban form, south-east triangle of Kings Square occupied by 
Town Hall and ancillary buildings. 
Source: Fremantle local history photographic collection 

 
The City of Fremantle 2010-2015 Strategic Plan makes it clear that we are 
now entering a period where urban design ought to be influenced by a growing 
consciousness of the environment and its limits, and the related economic and 
social factors.  This will require a cultural shift that is likely to cause profound 
changes in architecture and urban design and should lead to a greater 
appreciation of, among other things, the social, economic and environmental 
benefits of the established urban form of Fremantle. 
 
The heritage buildings, the public spaces and the urban form of Fremantle 
contribute greatly to its distinctiveness. This historic environment including its 
local landmarks should be considered as assets to attract potential investors 
and residents to the city. 
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Figure Four 
Kings Square 1957. Note south-east triangle of square occupied by Town Hall and ancillary buildings 
while north-west triangle provides uncluttered park setting for St John’s church.  Potential of Newman 
Street to be double sided retail street and High Street to be pedestrianised an activated edge.   
Source: Fremantle local history photographic collection

 
Facilitating economic growth 
 
Fremantle was and needs to again be an important, prosperous, regional centre 
within the metropolitan area.  Fremantle needs high and stable levels of economic 
growth and employment.  The Strategic Imperatives listed in the City’s Strategic Plan 
will not be achieved if it does not have sustainable economic growth. 
 
Fremantle has the potential to provide economic and social distinctiveness, an 
attractive environment to support businesses and communities, and a diverse choice 
of places for people to live and work in.  At present Fremantle does not fulfill this 
potential. 
 
To overcome the shortcomings without diminishing the positives Fremantle must 
compensate for the losses caused by the decline of its port related industries by 
developing new ways to persuade people to come back to the centre of the city to 
live, work and play.  This needs to be done in ways that respond to, and reinforce, 
the local distinctiveness expressed in the established urban plan and the part it 
played in defining the character of Fremantle. 
 
In very simplistic terms, the challenge for central Fremantle is to reverse what is now 
an evolutionary process of decline.  The fundamental questions are:  
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1. Is it possible to reactivate the best parts of the established urban plan and the 
buildings that evolved in response to a particular set of circumstances that no 
longer exist?   

 
2. What can replace the loss of the port related activities? 

 
A first step to answering these two questions is perhaps to define the Port of the mid 
20th century in urban design terms as, for example, a centrally located area of 
specialized employment with strong links to areas beyond its boundaries.  These 
links and their evolved complementary relationships contributed to the port being 
able to sustain a diverse mix of activities in the Fremantle region.  Although the port 
accommodated only a single use, the nature of that use meant that it was the initiator 
of the economic and social vitality of Fremantle and relied heavily on access to a 
specialized workforce. 
 
The aim is not to replicate the Port but instead to initiate a form of regeneration that 
reproduces as closely as possible urban design attributes described above.  
 
Re-establishing the primacy of the port area 
 
It is obviously impossible to replace the primary role formerly played by the port, but 
the development of a new higher density mixed-use area located near Victoria Quay 
within easy reach of the station could fulfill many of the attributes described above.  
Importantly such a development could promote positive change that would contribute 
to the re-establishment of the primacy of the port area.  In this way, the development 
would work with, and rejuvenate, the established urban form that evolved in 
response to the earlier success of the port.  This, in turn, could re-establish the clear 
hierarchy of the routes and spaces in the centre while allowing the possibility of 
some modification to shape and sustain the historic urban plan in ways that would 
allow people to use, enjoy and benefit from it, without a loss of its cultural heritage 
significance. 
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Figure Two 
Phillimore Street c1925. Note: larger station, garden in front of station urban wall created by Woolstores 
building and the scale of the gasometer and power station.  
Source: Izzy Orloff Photographer, Louise Hoffmann & Chris Jeffery, Fremantle Arts Centre Press 1989. 

 

A selective increase in the working and residential population in this area, 
underpinned by an understanding of the established character and perhaps including 
a form of ‘Critical Reconstruction’, could support the level of infrastructure needed to 
reactivate the economic and social vitality of both the West End and the area around 
St Johns Square.  This would enable these two areas of the City to reclaim their 
former positions as the commercial and civic centres respectively, while also 
allowing them to enhance their considerable cultural significance.  
 
Distinct parts of an integrated whole 
 
A complementary strategy for the integration of conservation and sustainable 
economic growth could develop from the retention, reinstatement or enhancement of 
factors that contribute to the different characters of the City’s collective parts.  It 
could provide a strategy for absorbing change without loss of identity based on the 
previously noted reading of Fremantle as an amalgamation of interdependent parts.  
 
Clear articulation of the parts of Fremantle could offer greater potential for new 
development in certain areas as opposed to others, either because of the 
established character of some areas or because of the limited cultural significance of 
others.   
 
Heritage areas such as the West End, the former Convict Establishment and parts of 
Kings Square were never self-sustaining; their economic life and vibrancy was, in 
part, the result of their being part of an integrated whole with strong links and 
complementary relationships connecting them to other parts of the City.  The re-
planning of conservation areas should not be considered in isolation.  While the 
regeneration of these areas should come primarily from the conservation-based 
economic growth of the area, the success of this approach will be conditional on 
encouraging easy connectivity to adjoining higher density mixed-use areas.  
 
Relieving the pressure on heritage areas 
 
These higher density mixed-use areas are vital in not only providing the critical mass 
needed to regenerate conservation areas but also, and most importantly, they 
provide a way for the conservation areas to benefit from a significant increase in 
population without having to risk the potentially destructive effect that might result if 
that population were to be accommodated within the area.  Retaining the historic 
scale and density of development is part of conserving the cultural significance of 
heritage areas; it also adds to the distinctiveness of such areas and could also 
contribute to their economic success.  The new adjoining higher density areas would 
therefore provide substantial benefits to conservation areas by relieving potential 
pressure for their over-development.   
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If employed imaginatively, this approach of retaining or reinforcing the distinct 
character of different areas could also contribute to the City’s overall legibility and 
hence vitality in ways that would not be possible in a more monotonous cityscape. 

 
Development Principles for the key sites. 
 
March 2011 

 The Working Group investigated the potential of different development 
scenarios to achieve the target population. 

 The built form necessary to provide the floorspace to meet the targets was 
determined and then assessed and reviewed against best practice planning 
and urban design principles for the Fremantle city centre.  These principles 
addressed: 
 Land use and activation of public spaces 
 Linkages and connectivity across the city, and particularly between public 

transport nodes, retail anchors and the waterfront 
 Quality and character of streets, squares, parks and other public spaces 
 Impact on heritage places 
 Impact on important views and vistas 
  

 Considered building modelling of site plans and potential floorspace and 
occupancy yields on key strategic sites for varying building heights. 

 Workshopped draft development guidelines for all the sites that included 
building scale, heights, uses and parking.  Generally agreed that an average 
building height of 6 levels was acceptable as long as specific consideration 
was given to sensitive locations.  A frontage height of 7 levels could be 
appropriate to Beach St to reinforce the traditional ‘city edge’ to the port 
waterfront while heights should reduce to a more intimate scale around Kings 
Square.  Taller buildings above this average could be permitted mid block and 
at selected locations in order to provide a diversity of form and to achieve 
public benefits such as more open space and linkages at ground level. 

 Agreed the importance of the role of the City’s Design Advisory Committee to 
ensure high design standards in new developments. 

 
The group adopted the following building heights table to determine the relationship 
between number of storeys and height in metres: 

Storey Residential (4.5m ground 
and 3.0m per storey) 

Non residential (4.5m 
ground and 3.6m per storey)

Ground level  4.5m 4.5m 
Roof / parapet (2m) 6.5m 6.5m 
2nd level  9.5m 10.1m 
3rd level 12.5m 13.7m 
4th level 15.5m 17.3m 
5th level 18.5m 20.9m 
6th level 21.5m 24.5m 
7th level 24.5m 28.1m 
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To assist the group, block models were prepared to show the relationship of built 
form to street spaces surrounding the strategic sites.  The models were indicative 
only and do not incorporate façade modelling or fenestration. 
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At its meeting in April 2011 the group further modified possible building heights - 
considering up to 7 storeys fronting Victoria Quay, reducing to 5 and 4 storey 
frontages closer to Kings Square.  Taller buildings could be acceptable if setback 
mid block. 
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These heights and all of the development principles were reviewed at the group’s 
final meeting in June where it was agreed to reduce basic frontage heights to a 
maximum of 21 metres (5 storeys) fronting Victoria Quay, graduating to 17.5 metres 
(4 storeys) and 14 metres (3 levels) closer to Kings Square.  A final set of 
development principles for all sites was adopted for recommendation to Council.  
 
An alternative recommendation for lower building heights was proposed by three 
members at the final meeting.  As its recommendations had already been agreed by 
a majority of the group, it was considered that it was not necessary to address the 
alternative proposal in detail.  
 
The working group has therefore recommended the following development principles 
to Council: 
 

Strategic Sites - Development Principles 
As agreed by CCSSWG 21 June 2011 

 
15. Fully activated frontages required at ground level to Queen Street, Adelaide 

Street and Kings Square to reinforce these spaces as primary ‘shopping 
streets’.  Continuous weather protection to be provided to pedestrian routes 
along these streets.  Active uses to be predominantly small scale retail, cafes, 
etc. 

 
16. Ground level frontages to other streets and public spaces to be predominantly 

activated with a mix of retail, residential and commercial uses and frontages 
designed to provide interest, variety, surveillance of open spaces and minimal 
blank walls at ground level. 

 
17. A high standard of design required that addresses a design policy (to be 

prepared) and is supported by the City’s Design Advisory Committee.  The 
design policy will address context, compatibility with adjacent heritage places 
and other sensitive sites, character of public spaces, legibility, linkages, etc. 

 
18. A diverse mix of compatible uses is encouraged, including retail, 

office/commercial space, residential, educational, hotels, hospitality etc.  All 
sites larger than 3000 sqm required to accommodate a minimum of 15% non-
retail commercial (i.e. office) floor space. 

 
19. To encourage residential diversity, all developments with ten or more 

residential dwellings to have a minimum of 25% of the total number of 
dwellings with a maximum floor area of 60sqm or less and no more than 25% 
of the total number of dwellings may have a floor area of 120sqm or more.  

 
20. Parking  

- No parking required for office floorspace (as an incentive for provision of 
office floorspace) 

- Parking provided as per LPS4 and RDC for other uses – cash in lieu to be 
negotiated. 
 

21. Setbacks  
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- Site D (Woolstores S/C) to be setback 3.65 m from Queen St 
- Site E (Gas and Coke) to be setback 6.35m from Queen St 
- All other frontages – nil to 2m setback to 10m height 
Council may vary the prescribed setbacks where it is satisfied that the design 
outcome will be improved. 

 
22. Façade openings / gaps in the ground level street wall to all frontages – 

maximum of 8 metres at any one location (to ensure continuity of interest and 
protection for pedestrians). 

 
23. Permitted maximum frontage heights 

 

 
 

24. Minimum street frontage height 10 metres. 
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25. Ground level floor to floor height of at least 4.5 metres and ground floor 
residential levels to be no more than 600mm above adjacent footpath levels. 

 
26. Council may permit additional height if setback and not visible from the 

adjacent street and the design is integrated with the overall building.  
Additional heights as follows: 

o Sites D and G:   7.2m 
o All other strategic sites: 3.6m 

 
27. Minor projections up to 4 metres and for no more than 10% of the total roof 

area may be permitted for plant rooms etc. 
 

28. Additional discretionary height 
Council may permit increased building height on sites D, E, G, I, J, M1, M3 
and P where the proposed development satisfies all of the following criteria: 

 
- An exceptional standard of design quality and distinctive architecture is 

required that is supported by the City’s Design Advisory Committee.  
Design to address the relationship of taller components to lower levels 
(podium), impact on distant views, visual permeability, roofscape, etc. 

- Min lot size 3000 sqm  
- No significant adverse effect on the amenity of surrounding open spaces, 

e.g. scale, shadows, wind etc. 
- Demonstrates best practice in environmentally sustainable design, 

incorporating into the building fabric measures to minimise energy 
consumption, water usage, emissions and waste 

- Provides a high quality landscaped and publicly accessible pedestrian 
environment at ground level that includes: 

o East-west mid-block pedestrian links that are convenient, 
legible, attractive, safe and activated as an integrated 
component of any development concept and linked to a broader 
pedestrian network in the area.  Ongoing public access 
arrangements are to be determined by and be to the satisfaction 
of the City and set as a condition of planning approval. 

o The area of any required front setbacks being transferred at no 
cost to Council for the purposes of road widening. 
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PSC1107-135 FACILITATION OF AFFORDABLE AND DIVERSE HOUSING 
THROUGH THE PLANNING SYSTEM 

ATTACHMENT 1 
 
TITLE PSC Agenda 20 July 2011 
 
DataWorks Reference: 023/050 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Meeting Date: 11 May 2011 
Previous Item: SGS1103-1- Council - 23 March 2011 
Responsible Officer: Marisa Spaziani, Director Community Development 
Actioning Officer: Marisa Spaziani, Director Community Development 
Decision Making Authority: Council 
Agenda Attachments: Attachment 1 - Diverse and Affordable Housing 

Policy 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The Draft Diverse and Affordable Housing policy was advertised for public 
comment for a period of 28 days. Comment was reviewed and the draft policy 
is put forward for approval. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At the March round of Council meetings the draft policy was deferred to the 11 May 
2011 Strategic & General Services meeting, to enable the policy to go out for public 
comment for a period of 28 days. 
 
COMMENT 
 
The City advertised the draft policy made available on the website for public 
comment for a period of 28 days. Letters requesting feedback on the policy was sent 
to 4 community housing providers for comment. 
 
2 submissions were received. 
 
1 submission was from a person residing at Fremantle Village.  This submission 
encouraged the development of space for caravan parks and park homes similar to 
Fremantle Village, where many low income seniors reside who cannot afford 
housing. 
 
1 submission was from Co-operation Housing a locally based provider of affordable 
housing, seeking partnerships with the City of Fremantle in relation to development 
of affordable housing. This agency offered assistance to the City with information on 
research in affordable housing, encouraged housing cooperatives as a form of 
affordable housing and seeks to partner with the City on any available City of 
Fremantle land for the construction of new dwellings. 
 
No objections were received in relation to the policy. 
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RISK AND OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 
Financial 

The financial implications will only be known if and when decisions on specific 
development projects are made.  
 
Legal 

Nil 
 
Operational 

If adopted City staff will implement the policy within existing resources. 
  
Organisational 

Nil 
 
CONCLUSION 

The Diverse and Affordable Housing Policy identifies the ways in which the City will 
engage in the Diverse and Affordable Housing issues into the future. The policy is 
one that recognises the balance that needs to occur in matters of planning, in 
relation to other objectives that are also of strategic importance to council.  
 
STRATEGIC AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Strategic Imperative  
 
Urban Renewal and Integration 
Outcome: More Diverse and Affordable (mixed use) housing for a changing and 
growing population. 
 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT  
 
The policy was made available for public comment for a period of 28 days. Letters 
were written to key community housing providers for comment. 2 submissions were 
received. 
 
VOTING AND OTHER SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
Council 
 
 
COUNCIL DECISION 
MOVED: Cr D Coggin  
 
The Diverse and Affordable Housing Policy be adopted. 
 
 
SECONDED: Cr J Wilson 
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CARRIED: 13/0 
 
For Against  

Mayor, Brad Pettitt 
Cr Georgie Adeane 
Cr John Alberti 
Cr John Dowson 
Cr Robert Fittock 
Cr Josh Wilson 
Cr Tim Grey-Smith 
Cr Donna Haney 
Cr Sam Wainwright 
Cr Bill Massie 
Cr Dave Coggin 
Cr Andrew Sullivan 
Cr Doug Thompson 
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PSC1107-136 FINAL ADOPTION - SCHEME AMENDMENT NO. 46 - SMALL 
SECONDARY DWELLINGS 

ATTACHMENT 1 – Council minutes 23 February 2011 – Advertised amendment 
text 
 
TITLE PROPOSEd SCHEME AMENDMENT NO. 46 – Small 

SECONDARY DWELLINGS – INITIATION OF SCHEME 
AMENDMENT 

 
DataWorks Reference: 218/050 
Disclosure of Interest: Nil 
Responsible Officer:  Director Planning and Development 
Actioning Officer: Senior Strategic Planning Officer 
Decision Making Level: Council 
Previous Item Number/s: PSC1101-12, PSC1010-201 
Attachment 1: PSC1101-12 – Council minutes 25 January 2011 
Attachment 2: PSC1010-201 – PSC minutes 20 October 2010 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this report is to recommend that Council initiate an 
amendment to Local Planning Scheme No. 4 (LPS4) to facilitate the 
development of small secondary dwellings on existing residential lots. 
 
At its ordinary meeting on 25 January 2011, Council adopted a set of principles 
for an amendment to LPS4 to facilitate the development of small secondary 
dwellings. Officers have prepared specific provisions based upon those 
principles to form an amendment to LPS4. 
 
It is recommended that the Council resolve to initiate Scheme Amendment No. 
46. 
 
BACKGROUND 

On 20 October 2010, the Planning Services Committee (PSC) considered a report 
outlining the principles of a future amendment to LPS4 to facilitate the construction of 
small secondary dwellings on existing residential lots. The PSC resolved to deter the 
item to the next appropriate PSC meeting to allow further consideration on the 
matter. The PSC minutes for this item are attached to this report (refer Attachment 
2). 
 
On 12 January 2011, the PSC adopted a revised set of principles, a resolution that 
was subsequently adopted by Council on 25 January 2011. The Council minutes for 
this item are attached to this report (refer Attachment 1). 
 
PLANNING COMMENT 
 
Amendment to LPS4 text 
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In light of the adopted principles of Council and in consultation with the City’s 
lawyers, the following amendments to LPS4 are recommended. 
 
Amendment to Table 2 – zoning  
 
A new land use, ‘small secondary dwelling’, is to be added to the list of residential 
use classes in the Zoning Table. A ‘small secondary dwelling’ is to be a ‘P’ use within 
the residential zone, meaning the use is permitted by the Scheme providing the use 
complies with the relevant development standards and requirements of the Scheme. 
A ‘small secondary dwelling’ shall be an ‘X’ use in all other zones, meaning the use 
is not permitted. 
 
1. Add ‘small secondary dwelling’ to the list of residential use classes.  
2. Insert ‘P’ in the column for the residential zone and ‘X’ in all other zones.  
 
New clause 5.3.5 
 
The development requirements for ‘small secondary dwellings’ are to be included 
under clause 5.3 – Special Application of Residential Design Codes. Also provisions 
relating to the ‘sunset’ clause principle are included under this clause. 
 
‘5.3.5  Small secondary dwellings  
 
5.3.5.1 The development of a small secondary dwelling is to conform to the 

provisions of the following design elements of the Residential Design 
Codes or the provisions of a local planning policy varying or replacing 
the provisions of any of the following design elements (as the case may 
be), as they apply to single houses:  

 
(a) Design Element 6.2: streetscape requirements; 
(b) Design Element 6.3: boundary setback requirements;  
(c) Design Element 6.4.2: outdoor living area;  
(d) Design Element 6.6: site works requirements;  
(e) Design Element 6.8: privacy requirements;  
(f) Design Element 6.9: design climate requirements;  
(g) Design Element 6.10.1: outbuildings;  
(h) Design Element 6.10.2: external fixtures.  

 
5.3.5.2 For the purpose of applying design elements 6.3 and 6.8 of the 

Residential Design Codes under clauses 5.3.5.1 and 8.2(o)(iv), all 
windows, doors or other openings in an exterior wall of a habitable 
room which has a floor level of more than 0.5m above natural ground 
level shall be regarded as a major opening. 

 
5.3.5.3 Except as provided in clause 5.3.5.1, the provisions of the Residential 

Design Codes do not apply to small secondary dwellings.  
 
5.3.5.4 The development of more than one small secondary dwelling on a lot is 

prohibited.   
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5.3.5.5 A small secondary dwelling must not be developed and maintained 
unless the lot on which it is developed is occupied by an existing single 
house.   

 
5.3.5.6 Except for the definitions of ‘grouped dwelling’, ‘small secondary 

dwelling’ and ‘single house’ all provisions of the scheme referring to 
small secondary dwellings shall cease to have effect on the date of the 
fifth anniversary after publication in the Gazette of the amendment 
introducing those provisions into the scheme.   

 
5.3.5.7 Any small secondary dwelling approved, constructed or substantially 

commenced before the date on which the provisions of the scheme 
referring to small secondary dwellings cease operation shall thereafter 
be subject to clauses 4.8 to 4.12’.  

 
New clause 5.4.1  
 
A provision is to be introduced in the Scheme under clause 5.4 Residential 
Development that specifically excludes the creation of any form of separate lot 
(subdivision) that is occupied wholly by a ‘small secondary dwelling.’ 
 
5.4.1 Subdivision  
 
Council will not support the creation of:  
 
(a) freehold or survey strata lots with an area per dwelling less than that prescribed 

under Table 1 of the Residential Design Codes unless otherwise permitted by 
this Scheme; or  

(b) freehold, strata or survey strata lots which are occupied wholly by a small 
secondary dwelling.’  

 
Amendment to Table 3 – vehicle parking  
 
‘Small secondary dwelling’ is to be included as a land use in Table 3 – vehicle 
parking.  However there are to be no on-site vehicle parking requirements for the 
land use. 
 
1. Add ‘small secondary dwelling’ as a residential use class.  
2. Insert ‘not applicable’ under the headings ‘Car Parking Bays’, ‘Delivery Bays’ 

and ‘Bicycle Racks’.   
 
Amendment to clause 5.8.2 – Variation to other requirements 
 
In order to specifically exclude the ability to vary the ‘small secondary dwelling’ 
requirements detailed in the land use definition through other ‘variation clauses’ in 
the Scheme, clause 5.8.2.2 is proposed.  
 
‘5.8.2  Variation to other requirements  
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5.8.2.1 The Council may vary other requirements of the Scheme subject to 
being satisfied in relation to all of the following:  

 
(a) the variation will not be detrimental to the amenity of adjoining 

properties or with the locality generally;  
(b) conservation of the cultural heritage values of buildings on-site 

and adjoining; and  
(c) any other relevant matter outlined in Council’s local planning 

policies.  
 
5.8.2.2 The powers conferred by clauses 5.8.1, 5.8.2.1 and 7.5 do not apply to 

vary the requirements of any land use definition in Schedule 1- 
Dictionary of Defined Words and Expressions’.  

 
New clause 8.2(o) – Permitted Development 
 
Clause 8.2 of LPS4 details development that does not require the planning approval 
of the Council. A new clause is to be introduced to outline the situation where the 
development of a ‘small secondary dwelling’ is permitted without the approval of 
Council. 
 
New clause 8.2(o) -  
 
‘(o) a small secondary dwelling which: 
 

(i) is located on a lot with a minimum area of 450 square metres; 
(ii) is detached from the existing single house on the lot;  
(iii) is set back from the primary street and any secondary street by a minimum 

of 6 metres; and  
(iv) conforms with the acceptable development provisions of the following 

design elements of the Residential Design Codes or the provisions of a 
local planning policy varying or replacing the acceptable development 
provisions of any of the following design elements (as the case may be), 
as they apply to single houses:  

  
(A) Design Element 6.3: boundary setback requirements;  
(B) Design Element 6.4.2: outdoor living area;  
(C) Design Element 6.6: site works requirements;  
(D) Design Element 6.8: privacy requirements;  
(E) Design Element 6.9: design for climate requirements;  
(F) Design Element 6.10.1: outbuildings; and  
(G) Design Element 6.10.2: external fixtures’.  
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Land use definitions in Schedule 1 
 
The definition of ‘small secondary dwelling’ is introduced in Schedule 1. By virtue of 
the proposed clause 5.8.2.2, there is no discretion in the Scheme to vary the 
definition of the land use. For a development to be considered a ‘small secondary 
dwelling’, all of the criteria listed in the land use definition must be met. 
 
1. Introduce a land use definition in Schedule 1 for ‘small secondary dwelling’:  

 
‘small secondary dwelling means a dwelling on the same lot as an existing 
single house where:  

 
(a) the total floor area of the dwelling including any areas above the ground 

floor level, such as a loft or mezzanine level, does not exceed 55 square 
metres on a lot with an area of 600 square metres or less;  

(b) the area of the ground floor level of the dwelling does not exceed 65 
square metres and the total of all floor areas does not exceed 70 square 
metres on a lot with area greater than 600 square metres; 

(c) the height of any external wall of the dwelling, except an external gable 
end wall, does not exceed 3.0 metres;  

(d) the height of any external gable end wall of the dwelling does not 
exceed 5.5 metres to the apex of the roof; and  

(e) the building height of the dwelling does not exceed 5.5 metres’.  
 
2. Amend definition of ‘grouped dwelling’:  
 

‘grouped dwelling has the same meaning as in the Residential Design Codes 
but excludes a small secondary dwelling’.  

 
3. Amend definition of ‘single house’: 
 

‘single house has the same meaning as in the Residential Design Codes but 
also includes a dwelling which, together with a small secondary dwelling, 
occupies a lot’.  

 
New clause 11.11 
 
Part 11 of LPS4 details the enforcement and administration procedures for ensuring 
compliance with the Scheme. The following provisions are to provide the statutory 
authority and process for dealing with substandard, unsightly or untidy small 
secondary dwellings. 
  
‘11.11 Notices in relation to small secondary dwellings  
 
11.11.1 Where, in the opinion of council, a small secondary dwelling is in 

conflict with the amenity of the locality, the council may by written 
notice require the owner of the lot on which the small secondary 
dwelling is located to:  
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(a) remove, relocate, alter, repair or repaint the small secondary 
dwelling; and 

(b) remove overgrown vegetation, rubbish, machinery or disused 
materials or vehicles.  

 
11.11.2 For the purpose of clause 11.11.1, any notice served on an owner must 

specify:  
 

(a) the small secondary dwelling the subject of the notice;  
(b) the reasons why the small secondary dwelling conflicts with the 

amenity of the locality;  
(c) the action which the owner must take to comply with the notice; 
and  
(d) the period, being not less than 60 days from the date of the 

notice, within which the action specified in the notice is to be 
completed by the owner.   

 
11.11.3 An owner who fails to comply with a notice served under clause 

11.11.1 contravenes this Scheme.  
 
11.11.4 An owner on whom notice is served under clause 11.11.1 may apply 

for review of the determination of the Council to issue the notice to the 
State Administrative Tribunal in accordance with Part 14 of the 
Planning and Development Act 2005.’  

 
Draft local planning policy 
 
Part 2 of Council’s resolution on 25 January 2011 required officers to prepare a draft 
local planning policy setting out criteria for use in the assessment of proposals for 
small secondary dwellings which do require planning approval. The resolution 
required the policy to be considered by Council at the same time as the report to 
initiate the Scheme amendment. 
 
Officers have focussed their efforts on preparing the Scheme amendment for 
initiation and have not yet formulated a draft local planning policy. As the timeframe 
for gazetting an amendment to the Scheme is generally at least 6 months from 
initiation, it is considered important to start the amendment process even in the 
absence of draft local planning policy. A draft policy will be prepared for Council’s 
consideration during the advertising and assessment process of the Scheme 
amendment. 
 
Community Consultation 
 
Part 3 of Council’s resolution from 25 January 2011 required the City to ensure ‘that 
the public consultation process on the proposed amendment includes opportunities 
for interactive explanation and discussion of the amendment with the local 
community in addition to statutory advertising requirements applicable to all local 
planning scheme amendments.’ 
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The statutory process, as outlined in the Town Planning Regulations 1967 and local 
planning policy LPP1.3 Public Notification of Planning Proposals, for advertising 
amendments to LPS4 involves: 
 

- publication of a notice of the proposed amendment in a local newspaper for two 
consecutive weeks; 

- publication of a notice of the proposed amendment in the West Australian 
newspaper for one week; 

- notification of the proposed amendment on the City’s website; 
- notification to Precinct Groups of the proposed amendment; 
- an advertising period of at least 42 days, and; 
- relevant documentation to be available at the City offices or upon request. 

 
In light of Part 3 of Council’s resolution from 25 January 2011, it is proposed that 
additional public consultation be undertaken in the form of: 
 

- the preparation of a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) information sheet or 
pamphlet to be readily available upon request and downloadable from the 
City’s website; 

- provide media releases to both local and State outlets, and; 
- conduct a community information session towards the end of the advertising 

period.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Officers have prepared an amendment to the Local Planning Scheme No. 4 text to 
facilitate the development of ‘small secondary dwellings’ on existing residential lots, 
in accordance with the set of principles adopted by Council at its meeting on 25 
January 2011. It is recommended that the Council initiate the proposed amendment 
to LPS4.  
 
In addition to the standard advertising process detailed by the Town Planning 
Regulations 1967 and relevant local planning policy, it is recommended that a FAQ 
information sheet be prepared, media releases be provided to local and State media 
outlets and a community information session be held toward the end of the 
advertising period. 
 
COUNCIL DECISION 
 
MOVED: Cr A Sullivan  
 
1. That Council resolve, pursuant to Section 75 of the Planning and 

Development Act 2005, to amend Local Planning Scheme No. 4 by: 
 

i) Amending Table 2 – zoning, by: 
 

1. Add ‘small secondary dwelling’ to the list of residential use 
classes.  

2. Insert ‘P’ in the column for the residential zone and ‘X’ in all other 
zones.  
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ii) Amending clause 5.3 – Special Application of Residential Design 

Codes, by adding clause 5.3.5: 
 
‘5.3.5  Small secondary dwellings  
 
5.3.5.1 The development of a small secondary dwelling is to 

conform to the provisions of the following design elements 
of the Residential Design Codes or the provisions of a local 
planning policy varying or replacing the provisions of any 
of the following design elements (as the case may be), as 
they apply to single houses:  
 
(a) Design Element 6.2: streetscape requirements; 
(b) Design Element 6.3: boundary setback requirements;  
(c) Design Element 6.4.2: outdoor living area;  
(d) Design Element 6.6: site works requirements;  
(e) Design Element 6.8: privacy requirements;  
(f) Design Element 6.9: design climate requirements;  
(g) Design Element 6.10.1: outbuildings;  
(h) Design Element 6.10.2: external fixtures.  

 
5.3.5.2 For the purpose of applying design elements 6.3 and 6.8 of 

the Residential Design Codes under clauses 5.3.5.1 and 
8.2(o)(iv), all windows, doors or other openings in an 
exterior wall of a habitable room which has a floor level of 
more than 0.5m above natural ground level shall be 
regarded as a major opening. 

 
5.3.5.3 Except as provided in clause 5.3.5.1, the provisions of the 

Residential Design Codes do not apply to small secondary 
dwellings.  

 
5.3.5.4 The development of more than one small secondary 

dwelling on a lot is prohibited. 
 
5.3.5.5 A small secondary dwelling must not be developed and 

maintained unless the lot on which it is developed is 
occupied by an existing single house.   

 
5.3.5.6 Except for the definitions of ‘grouped dwelling’, ‘small 

secondary dwelling’ and ‘single house’ all provisions of the 
scheme referring to small secondary dwellings shall cease 
to have effect on the date of the fifth anniversary after 
publication in the Gazette of the amendment introducing 
those provisions into the scheme.   

 
5.3.5.7 Any small secondary dwelling approved, constructed or 

substantially commenced before the date on which the 
provisions of the scheme referring to small secondary 
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dwellings cease operation shall thereafter be subject to 
clauses 4.8 to 4.12.’  

 
iii) Amending clause 5.4.1 subdivision as follows: 

 
5.4.1 Subdivision  

 
Council will not support the creation of:  

 
(a) freehold or survey strata lots with an area per dwelling less 

than that prescribed under Table 1 of the Residential 
Design Codes unless otherwise permitted by this Scheme; 
or  

 
(b) freehold, strata or survey strata lots which are occupied 

wholly by a small secondary dwelling.’ 
 

iv) Amending Table 3 – vehicle parking by: 
 
1. Adding ‘small secondary dwelling’ as a residential use class, 

and; 
 
2. Inserting ‘not applicable’ under the headings ‘Car Parking Bays’, 

‘Delivery Bays’ and ‘Bicycle Racks’.   
 

v) Amending clause 5.8.2 – Variation to other requirements by adding 
clause 5.8.2.2, as follows: 

 
5.8.2  Variation to other requirements  

 
5.8.2.1 The Council may vary other requirements of the Scheme 

subject to being satisfied in relation to all of the following:  
 
(a) the variation will not be detrimental to the amenity of 

adjoining properties or with the locality generally;  
(b) conservation of the cultural heritage values of 

buildings on-site and adjoining; and  
(c) any other relevant matter outlined in Council’s local 

planning policies.  
 

5.8.2.2 The powers conferred by clauses 5.8.1, 5.8.2.1 and 7.5 do 
not apply to vary the requirements of any land use 
definition in Schedule 1- Dictionary of Defined Words and 
Expressions’.  

 
vi) Amending clause 8.2 by adding new clause 8.2(o) as follows: 

 
(o) a small secondary dwelling which: 
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(i) is located on a lot with a minimum area of 450 square 
metres; 

(ii) is detached from the existing single house on the lot;  
(iii) is set back from the primary street and any secondary 

street by a minimum of 6 metres; and  
(iv) conforms with the acceptable development provisions of 

the following design elements of the Residential Design 
Codes or the provisions of a local planning policy varying 
or replacing the acceptable development provisions of any 
of the following design elements (as the case may be), as 
they apply to single houses:  

   
(A) Design Element 6.3: boundary setback requirements;  
(B) Design Element 6.4.2: outdoor living area;  
(C) Design Element 6.6: site works requirements;  
(D) Design Element 6.8: privacy requirements;  
(E) Design Element 6.9: design for climate requirements;  
(F) Design Element 6.10.1: outbuildings; and  
(G) Design Element 6.10.2: external fixtures’.  

 
vii) Introducing the definition of ‘small secondary dwelling’ into clause 

12.1 Schedule 1 – Dictionary of Defined Words and Expressions, 
Land Use Definitions: 

 
‘small secondary dwelling means a dwelling on the same lot as an 
existing single house where:  
 
(a) the total floor area of the dwelling including any areas 

above the ground floor level, such as a loft or mezzanine 
level, does not exceed 55 square metres on a lot with an 
area of 600 square metres or less;  

(b) the area of the ground floor level of the dwelling does not 
exceed 65 square metres and the total of all floor areas 
does not exceed 70 square metres on a lot with area greater 
than 600 square metres; 

(c) the height of any external wall of the dwelling, except an 
external gable end wall, does not exceed 3.0 metres;  

(d) the height of any external gable end wall of the dwelling 
does not exceed 5.5 metres to the apex of the roof; and  

(e) the building height of the dwelling does not exceed 5.5 
metres’.  

 
viii) Amending the definition of ‘grouped dwelling’ in clause 12.1 

Schedule 1 – Dictionary of Defined Words and Expressions, Land 
Use Definitions: 
 
‘grouped dwelling has the same meaning as in the Residential 
Design Codes but excludes a small secondary dwelling’.  
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ix) Amending the definition of ‘single house’ in clause 12.1 Schedule 1 – 
Dictionary of Defined Words and Expressions, Land Use Definitions: 

 
‘single house has the same meaning as in the Residential Design 
Codes but also includes a dwelling which, together with a small 
secondary dwelling, occupies a lot’.  

 
x) Amending clause 11.11, as follows: 

 
‘11.11 Notices in relation to small secondary dwellings  
 
11.11.1 Where, in the opinion of council, a small secondary 

dwelling is in conflict with the amenity of the locality, the 
council may by written notice require the owner of the lot 
on which the small secondary dwelling is located to:  

 
(a) remove, relocate, alter, repair or repaint the small 

secondary dwelling; and 
(b) remove overgrown vegetation, rubbish, machinery or 

disused materials or vehicles.  
 

11.11.2 For the purpose of clause 11.11.1, any notice served on an 
owner must specify:  

 
(a) the small secondary dwelling the subject of the 

notice;  
(b) the reasons why the small secondary dwelling 

conflicts with the amenity of the locality;  
(c) the action which the owner must take to comply with 

the notice; and  
(d) the period, being not less than 60 days from the date 

of the notice, within which the action specified in the 
notice is to be completed by the owner.   

 
11.11.3 An owner who fails to comply with a notice served under 

clause 11.11.1 contravenes this Scheme.  
 
11.11.4 An owner on whom notice is served under clause 11.11.1 

may apply for review of the determination of the Council to 
issue the notice to the State Administrative Tribunal in 
accordance with Part 14 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005.’ 

 
2. That the Mayor and Chief Executive Officer be authorised to execute the 

relevant Scheme Amendment documentation; 
 
3. That the Local Planning Scheme Amendment be submitted to the 

Environmental Protection Authority requesting assessment prior to 
commencing public consultation; 
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4. That the Local Planning Scheme Amendment be submitted to the Western 
Australian Planning Commission for information; and 

 
5. That upon receipt of the environmental assessment from the 

Environmental Protection Authority, the amendment be advertised for a 
period of not less than 42 days in accordance with requirements of the 
Town Planning Regulations 1967 and Council’s Local Planning Policy 
LPP 1.3 ‘Public Notification of Planning Approvals’. 

 
6. In addition to the public advertising required by part 5 above, officers are 
to: 
 

a) Prepare a ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ information sheet or 
pamphlet outlining the content of the proposed Scheme 
amendment; 

b) Provide media releases to both local and State outlets, and; 
c) Conduct a community information session towards the end of the 

advertising period. 
 
SECONDED: Cr J Wilson 
 
CARRIED: 9/1 
 
For Against  

Mayor, Brad Pettitt 
Cr John Alberti 
Cr Robert Fittock 
Cr Josh Wilson 
Cr Tim Grey-Smith 
Cr Donna Haney 
Cr Sam Wainwright 
Cr Bill Massie 
Cr Andrew Sullivan 

Cr John Dowson 
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ATTACHMENT 2 – SCHEDULE OF SUBMISSIONS 
 

1 Owner/Occupier – R Longley
a) I fully support the proposed scheme amendment with the following suggestions for 
clarification and improvement. Re: Answer to Question 1 – Why is the opportunity to build a 
small second dwelling restricted to “where there exists a single house”? The concept of 
provision of more flexible housing should apply equally to design of a new building (clearly in 
this instance Council approval would be required).
The amendment is to facilitate the development of a Small Secondary Dwelling on a lot with 
a Single House. As the amendment is currently drafted, the Single House must already exist 
before a Small Secondary Dwelling can be developed, by virtue of proposed clause 5.3.5.5. 
 
It is considered that this provision may be deleted from the proposed amendment as, by 
definition, a single dwelling on a lot would be classed as a Single House, which requires 
approval and assessment against all the Design Elements of the R-Codes. It is noted that 
various other provisions in the amendment are worded to ensure that only 1 Single House 
and 1 Small Secondary Dwelling can exist on 1 lot.
b) Re: Landscaping and greening of communities. I am concerned that removal of trees will 
be detrimental to the character of the urban environment, including bird life. Would Council 
consider the requirement to plant trees in other areas of the site to replace major tree loss 
(front setbacks, verges etc)? 
Under the current provisions of LPS4, the removal of trees and/or vegetation areas is 
regarded as ‘permitted development’ that is exempt from the requirement for planning 
approval, with the exception of trees/vegetation identified in the Register of Significant Trees 
or Vegetation Areas. Council would need to consider a separate amendment to LPS4 to 
change this situation. 
 
The maximum floor area provisions of the proposed amendment are partly intended to 
reduce the need for broad scale clearing of the vegetation on the property. Also the City’s 
current local planning policy LPP2.10 allows for Council to consider variations to other 
planning provisions where the variation will enable the retention of a ‘significant’ tree. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended. 
 

2 Main Roads Western Australia
a) The proposed Scheme Amendment is acceptable to Main Roads.
Noted. 
 

3 Owner/Occupier – R Underwood
a) The City should be commended for initiating this Scheme amendment as an instrument 
for creating more affordable housing. The amendment is supported.
Noted. 
b) The sunset clause is not supported. The purpose of this clause, to “enable the impact and 
operation of the provisions to be assessed and modified or revoked if necessary”, duplicates 
the requirement for the City to report on the operation of the Scheme after 5 years under 
section 90 of the Planning and Development Act 2005. The City should have confidence in 
its planners and not reply on review clauses that duplicate the provisions of the enabling Act.
Section 88 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 requires a local government to 
consolidate its local planning scheme every 5 years. After preparing the consolidation the 
local government is to report to the Commission on the operation of the local planning 
scheme under section 90. Whilst these requirements are outlined in the Act, in practice this 
level of reporting does not generally occur across the metropolitan region and thus it is not 
considered appropriate to rely on these requirements to deal with this currently proposed 
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amendment. The proposed ‘sunset’ clauses of this current amendment will effectively require 
Council to review the outcomes of the proposal and make an active and considered decision 
whether the small secondary dwellings use class should remain as a land use option. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
 

4 Urban Development Institute of Western Australia
a) UDIA supports the initiative as it provides a pragmatic response to the provision of 
affordable housing by offering low cost inner city options for low income inner city workers. It 
provides the purchasers of the parent property with the ability to defray the entry price/loan 
servicing costs by providing a rental income and the removal of regulatory barriers will make 
a positive contribution to the affordability of the dwellings.
Noted. 
b) The proposal allows for increased density in desirable locations while minimizing the 
likelihood of local opposition. It responds to changing demographics and family size and 
offers greater diversity of housing choice. Providing this as an ‘as of right’ capability will 
really encourage low impact urban infill. This has particular merit where the heritage 
qualities, or just the general street character, warrant preserving.
Noted. 
c) The City has shown leadership in seeking an alternative approach to addressing 
affordability and increased density however we assume that this will not be the limit of the 
City’s approach to increasing densities in appropriate locations in line with state planning 
policies. Whilst it may be valid for ‘character’ areas there remains the need to encourage a 
more intense approach, that is higher density through complete redevelopment. In areas 
where higher densification is possible, then the secondary dwelling policy should perhaps 
not apply, as it might hamper the process of consolidation and redevelopment. Therefore the 
geographical application of the policy may need to be defined.
The City is constantly reviewing the planning regime throughout the City to identify areas 
that may be suitable for more intensive residential development, such as the recently 
gazetted provisions relating to the East End precinct. The proposed amendment to facilitate 
the development of small secondary dwellings is not anticipated to create a future obstacle 
to future ‘complete redevelopment’ in areas within the City, however the City intends to 
monitor the implementation of the small secondary dwelling amendment. In any event, the 
proposed ‘sunset’ clauses will effectively force the City and Council to re-evaluate the role of 
small secondary dwellings in the planning regime 5 years after gazettal. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
 

5 Department of Health 
a) The Government Sewerage Policy – Perth Metropolitan Region does not permit small 
secondary dwellings on properties that are not connected to sewer. It is considered that such 
dwellings will exceed the R12.5 development density provision under Clause 5.1.1 of the 
Policy. The other difficulty is that the installation of an on-site wastewater treatment and 
disposal system to serve a second dwelling on a lot must be approved by the Executive 
Director, Public Health (EDPH) under the health regulations. The EDPH may not give that 
approval when a development is contrary to the provisions of the GSP (Clause 7.3.2). 
The only exemption from the GSP has been to allow an ancillary accommodation with a floor 
area less than 60sqm to house a dependent relative. In view of the above, the Department of 
Health recommends that small secondary dwellings be allowed only on properties that are 
connected to sewer. 
Noted. Clause 5.4.4 of LPS4 requires that all residential development is connected to sewer, 
unless the Water Corporation considers there are exceptional circumstances which warrant 
a variation. In any case, all of the residential zoned land within Fremantle is sewered and a 
desktop analysis of the existing housing stock has not revealed any situations where a small 
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secondary dwelling would be proposed within an unsewered area.
 

6 Department of Treasury and Finance – Office of the Government Architect 
a) We welcome the opportunity to support the proposal and commend the initiative in 
promoting housing diversity and affordability in the City. This proposal has the potential to 
facilitate many social, economic and environmental benefits in Fremantle. 
Noted. 
b) Social diversity will be supported through the provision of new affordable housing options, 
and new residents will be able to access existing community services, transport and 
employment opportunities. 
Noted. 
c) By encouraging growth in the local population, the economic prospects of City businesses 
and vitality in the central city area will be potentially enhanced.
Noted. 
d) Environmental benefits will accrue from the ‘infill’ approach which will make more 
intensive use of existing infrastructure and will reduce pressure for development on the 
urban fringe and the perpetuation of metropolitan sprawl. The Scheme Amendment is also 
likely to be a ‘low impact’ solution, with no detrimental effect envisaged to existing local 
streetscape character.
Noted.  
e) The City of Fremantle is leading the way in its proactive approach to addressing both local 
issues and key State Government strategic objectives for accommodating projected 
population increases in Perth, and offering a sustainable model for growth. 
Noted.  
 

7 Western Power
a) No objections. 
Noted.  
b) Western Power wishes to advise the following, in respect to any future development of the 
above-mentioned project. Working in proximity to Western Power Distribution and 
Transmission Lines - All work must comply with Worksafe Regulation 3.64 - Guidelines for 
Work in the Vicinity of Overhead Power Lines. If any work is to breach the minimum safe 
working distances a Request to Work Near Underground and Overhead Power Lines form 
must be submitted. 
Noted.  
 

8 Heritage Council of Western Australia
a) While we have no objection to the general proposal, there is a significant concern that the 
scheme amendment does not give due regard to heritage places, by exempting complying 
small secondary dwellings from development approval. 
 
Section 163 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 requires a development application 
under the local planning scheme to be submitted “where any land comprised within a place 
entered in the Register maintained by the Heritage Council … is to be the subject of 
development”. We consider that the proposed amendment is not consistent with this section 
of the Act. 
 
Section 11 of the Heritage of Western Australia Act 1990 requires all development 
applications affecting a place entered in the State Register of Heritage Places to be referred 
to the Heritage Council for advice. It is therefore necessary to ensure that such applications 
are made, in order that they can be referred by the City. 
 
It is recommended that, as a minimum, the proposed scheme amendment is modified so that 
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the development of a small secondary dwelling at a place included in the State Register 
should require development approval in order for the provisions of the Planning and 
Development Act and Heritage Act to be applied. 
 
State Planning Policy 3.5 requires that “due regard is given to heritage significance in 
development assessment”. In general, this would suggest that any work that may impact 
upon a heritage place should require the submission of a development application in order 
for its impact to be assessed appropriately. 
 
We acknowledge that the City has provided height and floor area restrictions but do not 
consider that these are sufficient to “ensure that [the new dwelling] remains subservient to 
the heritage place”, as stated in the ‘Frequently Asked Questions’. 
 
It should be noted that the City’s general provisions for exemption from planning approval 
exclude all heritage places from the exemption (City of Fremantle Local Planning Scheme 
No. 4, Schedule 15 – Minor development permitted without planning approval). 
 
We further recommend, therefore, that the development of a small secondary dwelling at all 
places ‘within or on the boundary of a place on the heritage list’ should require development 
approval. While it is expected that the majority of such applications will be approved, the City 
should give itself the option of reviewing proposals at their early stages, and giving 
appropriate guidance if required. 
 
If the City has concerns about the cost of a planning application being a disincentive to use 
of the policy by owners of heritage places, it could consider waiving the relevant application 
fees, providing design guidelines or other measures to reduce the ‘regulatory barrier’ of this 
requirement. 
 
We hope this submission will be of value in the development of the City’s scheme 
amendment. We would be happy to make early comment on any proposed changes. 
The proposed amendment creates circumstances where the development of a Small 
Secondary Dwelling is exempt from the requirement for planning approval on all properties, 
including those on the State Register and Heritage List. The restrictions on floor area and 
building height, requirement that the Small Secondary Dwelling is detached from the existing 
Single House and requirement that various acceptable development provisions of the R-
Codes are met, were considered sufficient to deal with the impact the development may 
have on any heritage listed properties. 
 
Whilst the exemption for Small Secondary Dwellings to require planning approval is not 
inconsistent with the Planning and Development Act 2005 and a building licence application 
for a Small Secondary Dwelling on a property listed on the State Register would be referred 
to the Heritage Council under separate legislation, there may still be heritage related issues 
that would be best dealt with at the planning approval stage. It is therefore recommended 
that the amendment be modified so that the exemption for planning approval for Small 
Secondary Dwellings under certain circumstances does not apply on places on the State 
Register or Heritage List, as recommended by the Heritage Council. This position would be 
consistent with most other forms of permitted development under LPS4. However it is 
recommended that the modified amendment clearly state that the assessment of the Small 
Secondary Dwelling on a heritage listed property would be limited to heritage implications 
only and should not be subject to neighbour consultation unless there are other areas of the 
development that required neighbour consultation. 
 

9 Green Building Council Australia
a) No objections. 
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Noted.  
 
10 Adele Carles MLA – Member for Fremantle

a) I strongly support this planning scheme amendment.
Noted. 
b) By making sensible use of existing urban backyards for housing we can: 
- Help reduce urban sprawl and associated clearing of native bushland; 
- Alleviate the pressure on transport networks, and reduce transport related pollution, by 
allowing more opportunities for people to live closer to work and education centres. 
- Revitalise the city centre and businesses with an increased local population. 
- Improve community safety with more “local eyes” on the street. 
- Improve housing affordability in Fremantle. 
- Provide housing options for community members other than family groups such as singles, 
senior citizens and couples without children.
Noted. 
c) The amendments seem to strike a good balance: reducing “red tape” for all concerned 
while still having sensible restrictions on building size and setbacks. The removal of the 
requirement for the small secondary dwelling to be occupied by a family member reflects the 
diversity of modern relationships and living arrangements.
Noted. 
c) The omission of any additional parking requirement will hopefully help contribute to a 
growing “car-free” culture and reduce the amount of land consumed for ‘battle-axe’ drive-
ways. 
Noted.  
 
11 Fremantle Society 

a) The Fremantle Society supports the intent of LPS4 Amendment 46 – Small Secondary 
Dwellings and its objectives. The Society believes the proposed Amendment represents a 
balances approach and suggests the following matters ought to be considered. 
Noted.  
b) Heritage Impact – New structures have potential to impact on existing dwellings through; 
loss of views, natural light and privacy. Amendment 46 addresses these issues adequately. 
However in addition to these matters a place of heritage significance values can rely on its 
curtilage for those values. The Fremantle Society believes this is to be of such importance 
that exemption from requiring planning approval, as outlined in Amendment 46, should not 
apply to places on State or Local Heritage Lists. We believe that an assessment is 
necessary to determine impacts on the heritage values of a site by a small secondary 
dwelling. This would be consistent with Council’s position in Schedule 15 Development 
Permitted Without Planning Approval, which currently exempts listed properties from those 
provisions. Not to disadvantage heritage property owners such an assessment ought to be 
limited to Heritage impacts only. This may require a change to the definition of ‘Assessment’ 
under LPS4. The Society also recommends application fees should be refunded if the 
assessment results in a recommendation for approval.
Refer to the comments responding to the Heritage Council of Western Australia submission 
regarding the proposal for Small Secondary Dwellings to be exempt from planning approval. 
 
In relation to the refunding of application fees, this recommendation is not supported as the 
City incurs reasonable costs associated with assessing and referring planning applications 
which are generally funded by an application fee. 
c) Outdoor living areas – Amendment 46 definition of ‘maximum floor area’ requires 
clarification regarding outside area under the dwelling roof. This would not be an issue with 
conventional dwelling styles, however Amendment 46 does not preclude innovative 
‘Inside/Outside’ dwellings. Such dwellings may include liveable areas in excess of 55sqm / 
70sqm under the same roof. The Society hopes that owners will use Amendment 46 to move 
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away from conventional building styles and as such clarity regarding floor area is required.
The definition of floor area in the R-Codes does not include patio or verandah areas. Thus 
an outside area under the dwelling roof would not be included in the maximum permissible 
floor area under the proposed amendment.  
 
Under LPS4, patios are exempt from the requirement for planning approval where located 
within the side or rear setback areas and compliant with the Acceptable Development 
provisions of the R-Codes, except on heritage listed properties. The Acceptable 
Development provisions allow patios, verandahs and the like to be included as a lot’s open 
space up to a total of 50sqm or 10% of the lot area, whichever is the lesser. Therefore under 
the current amendment, a patio attached to a Small Secondary Dwelling would be 
considered permitted development only where the total aggregate of patios, verandahs and 
eaves on the lot (including those associated with the existing Single House) is less than 
50sqm or 10% of the lot area. A patio that exceeds these dimensions would require separate 
planning approval, with particular assessment against the open space provisions of the R-
Codes. This situation is the same as what currently exists for any patio etc additions to 
existing dwellings. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
d) Assessment – To some degree Amendment 46 relies on a form of self-assessment. 
Council’s only control is through the issuing of a building licence. The current dichotomy 
between a Local Government Planning role and that of its Building inspectors requires 
consideration in development of the Amendment. Clear instructions need to be given to 
Building inspectors to ensure the provisions of Amendment 46 are being adhered to. In 
supporting the Adoption of Amendment 46 the Society recommends that this matter be 
brought to the Planning Minister’s attention.
The dichotomy between current planning and building legislation is reasonably well 
documented. In order to help bridge this divide with regards to the proposed amendment, the 
City intends to introduce a form of self-assessment checklist that applicants must submit with 
the building licence to prove that the dwelling complies with the requirements that exempt 
the Small Secondary Dwelling from planning approval. This self-assessment will be checked 
by City officers as part of the building licence assessment.
e) Sunset clause – Placing a time limit on Amendment 46 to allow review of its performance 
is supported. For a review to be effective, records would need to be kept of matters to the 
Amendment; for example car parking, a current contentious issue, may be exacerbated by 
Amendment 46. 
Noted. The City intends to monitor the take-up of Small Secondary Dwellings closely in order 
to review and report to Council on the performance of the scheme provisions and the 
effectiveness of the approach. Issues such as car parking will be evaluated as part of this 
monitoring and review.
 
12 Owner/Occupier - J Whalley

a) I am fully in support of the proposed Planning Scheme amendment No. 46. I believe it 
addresses in a creative and fair way the problem of inadequate and affordable housing stock 
in Fremantle and ensures residents finally have some flexibility in the accommodation they 
can provide for their changing family needs.
Noted.  
b) I feel the capacity to build such small second residences without the need for costly 
drawnout planning applications is a hugely positive aspect of the scheme. 
Noted.  
c) I would like the Council to also consider allowing such residences to be attached to 
garages that comply with current standards – with the garage component not contributing 
towards the metreage allowable. 
Under the proposed amendment, a small secondary dwelling may be exempt from planning 
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approval where it is detached from the existing Single House. A small secondary dwelling 
attached to an existing garage may be considered subject to an application for planning 
approval. The floor area of the existing garage would not contribute to the floor area 
calculated under the proposed amendment as the garage would not be considered part of 
the floor area of the small secondary dwelling.
 
13 Interested Professional – M Dickie

a) Support to the proposals in principle and in most details, except for the following: 
- windows with a sill above 1.6m should NOT be reclassified as major openings since this 
may eliminate valuable sources of light and ventilation that do not impact on neighbours.
The amendment proposes to classify all windows to rooms with a finished floor level greater 
than 0.5m above natural ground level as ‘major openings’. This differs from the R-Codes’ 
definition of major openings which does not include some smaller windows and windows to 
non-habitable rooms.  
 
It is considered that altering the definition of ‘major opening’ in relation to Small Secondary 
Dwellings will afford a greater level of protection for neighbouring properties from potential 
overlooking; particularly as the amendment creates the circumstance where Small 
Secondary Dwellings may be exempt from planning approval. Should a Small Secondary 
Dwelling not meet the visual privacy requirements of the R-Codes, incorporating the altered 
definition of ‘major opening’, then an application for planning approval would be required, 
and the proposal could undergo a performance based assessment. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
b) Vary provisions of 6.3.2 of the R-Codes to permit parapet walls on side AND rear 
boundaries to avoid space wasted in setback. Two different owners are [un]likely to be 
affected by each portion of the wall and the metre or so gained can become useable open 
space for the dwelling.  
A Small Secondary Dwelling that proposes a boundary wall would require planning approval. 
Depending on the individual circumstances, the proposal would be advertised and assessed 
against the local planning policy LPP2.4. There is nothing in the proposed amendment that 
prohibits building up to a boundary, however planning approval will be required, which may 
include neighbour consultation. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
c) Orientation of outdoor space accessed from the dwelling should be considered and should 
be an argument for waiver of other provisions.
A Small Secondary Dwelling is required to meet the outdoor living area requirements of the 
R-Codes. Under the Acceptable Development requirements, a minimum area is required. 
Should the proposal not meet the minimum outdoor living area requirement, a performance 
assessment is available, which considers matters such as the outdoor living area’s access to 
northern light (orientation). These existing requirements and criteria within the R-Codes are 
considered sufficient for assessment of Small Secondary Dwellings. 
 
No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
d) There should be some allowance/requirement for storage in these small dwellings. 
There is no requirement for a designated storage area for Small Secondary Dwellings under 
the proposed amendment. The R-Codes currently require a storage area to be designated 
for Grouped Dwelling and Multiple Dwelling development, but not Single House. 
 
It is not considered necessary that the amendment require a storage area for a Small 
Secondary Dwelling as these are the sort of matters that are anticipated to be dealt with by 
the owner of the land – similar to the matter of providing a car bay or not. 
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No changes to the proposed amendment are recommended.
e) Accommodation within the roof volume should be excluded from area calculations. 
Loft or mezzanine level floor areas are included in the total floor area calculations under the 
proposed amendment. This was intended mainly to ensure that the Small Secondary 
Dwellings remain modest in size. Whilst the external appearance wouldn’t change if the loft 
or mezzanine levels weren’t included in the total floor area (due to the maximum permitted 
building height requirements) the size of the Small Secondary Dwelling in terms of floor area 
could increase fairly significantly, resulting in a larger dwelling than that initially envisaged by 
the amendment.  
 
On this basis, no changes to the proposed amendment are recommended. 
 
14 Water Corporation 

a) The Corporation has assessed the proposal and has no objections.
Noted. 
b) However, this proposal will enable development to occur at higher densities than currently 
allowed under the R-Codes. 
Whilst the proposed amendment will allow an additional dwelling to be constructed on a lot 
that may or may not be possible under the current density coding of the lot, it is considered 
debatable whether this will result in population densities greater than what used to exist in 
typical residential areas. Research by the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute 
highlights the reduction in average household sizes over the past few decades. In 1976 the 
average Australian household was occupied by 3.77 persons, whilst in 2006 this figure had 
declined to 2.55 [AHURI, Sept 2006]. It is arguable that the construction and habitation of an 
additional small secondary dwelling on residential lots may simply restore the population of 
typical residential suburbs back to the levels experienced some 3-4 decades ago. On this 
basis, the amendment is not anticipated to result in a significantly different population that 
what was most likely planned for over the past few decades. 
 
As such, no change to the proposed amendment is recommended. 
c) Ancillary Accommodation does not require separate connections, is exempted from 
standard headworks charges. All other classes of dwellings attract headwork and connection 
fees. 
The Water Corporation have advised that a Small Secondary Dwelling will be classed as a 
‘self contained dwelling’. This class is differentiated from an ‘ancillary accommodation’ as a 
Small Secondary Dwelling can be used for commercial purposes (rental property). 
 
The implications of this different classification are that the Water Corporation has advised 
that they would require standard headworks contributions for Small Secondary Dwellings, to 
be paid at the building licence stage. The Water Corporation has advised that standard 
headworks costs for a secondary dwelling the next financial year are $4,074 for water 
supply, $1,204 for wastewater and $482 for drainage. These costs total $5,760. 
 
The costs imposed by the Water Corporation’s policy response to the amendment, whilst not 
considered to be excessive, may impact on the economic feasibility of the development of 
Small Secondary Dwellings. The extra water consumption and discharge from residents of a 
Small Secondary Dwelling are anticipated to be similar to that produced by an Ancillary 
Accommodation, which does not require headworks contributions. Also the potential size of 
a Small Secondary Dwellings is comparable to a large extension to an existing house that 
also does not attract additional headworks fees. Furthermore the WAPC document, 
Directions 2031, and draft document, Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-Regional Strategy, 
raise the notion of removing the current occupancy restriction from Ancillary Accommodation 
under the R-Codes which, based on this advice from the Water Corporation, will attract 
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headworks fees. From this point of view, it is evident that a whole-of-government approach 
at State level is necessary to address whether the policies of service providers can be 
adapted to encourage the supply of smaller diverse housing within existing residential areas, 
rather than present additional obstructions by way of servicing charges and levies. 
d) The Corporation request the City to provide advice on if it will still assess/approve a 
building as ‘Ancillary Accommodation – Granny Flat’? If this is the case the Corporation may 
insist that a notification section 70A is placed on the title.
The option of developing Ancillary Accommodation will still be available should the proposed 
amendment be gazetted, subject to the relevant requirements of the R-Codes. The R-Codes 
currently require Ancillary Accommodation to be occupied by members of the same family as 
the existing house and this is dealt with via a condition of planning approval and notification 
on the certification of title. No changes to these provisions are proposed under the current 
amendment.  
 
15 Granny Flats WA 

a) Granny Flats WA offers broad support to the City of Fremantle for the amendments 
proposed. 
The demand for granny flat or micro homes is increasing. Granny Flats has seen an 800 
percent increase in the number of secondary dwellings that it has built from 2007 to 2011. 
This type of dwelling has been recently featured in Builder’s Choice, WA Property News and 
WA Business News. Granny Flats has also seen a steady increase in the numbers of its 
competitors. 
Noted. 
b) We offer the following comments and observations:
1. The Typical Granny Flat Customer 
In our experience the micro home or granny flat consumers are typically 

- Young couples or singletons in the process of saving for a house and looking for a low 
cost interim arrangement or low cost first home option, 

- Families wanting to provide their student, teenage or adult children with self contained, 
independent living space separate from the main family home, 

- Families wanting to provide their elderly parents or family member with secure and 
independent living whilst retaining security and proximity to family and their 
established community or empty nesters wanting to downsize for more manageable, 
maintenance free living, with all the lock up and leave advantages such dwellings 
provide, and 

- Families wishing to provide close care, assistance and supervision to family or friends 
that are infirm or have special needs or disability in accommodation customised for 
that specific purpose. 

 
Secondary dwelling accommodation is often sought by people in pressured or urgent family 
circumstances and notwithstanding the City’s amendments propose to enable this secondary 
accommodation to be rented out to non family members, the ‘family’ drive imperative in the 
Fremantle community, will, in our view remain. 
 
In our vital to a growing community that its elders and young adults can remain in that 
community in low cost accommodation and are not forced to seek accommodation 
elsewhere. 
 
In our respectful submission, increasing density in the City is as much about the retention of 
community members and encouraging existing residents to stay, as it is about encouraging 
new residents to move in to the area. 
 
The City’s proposed amendments thus provide home owners with desirable flexibility in 
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relation to a secondary dwelling on their property for rental to others in the medium or long 
term and also as a much needed response to their own families’ growing or contracting 
needs. 
Noted.  
c) Potential Granny Flat customers – Increasing density
 
By removing the requirement for planning approval the City will broaden the range of 
occupants seeking accommodation options in Fremantle and retain sections of the 
community that might otherwise have been forced to leave. 
 
In our opinion the amendments will potentially create more options for: 

- The large number of ‘fly in – fly out’ workers engaged in the resources industry, 
- Business travellers in Perth and WA’s regional areas for extended project work and 

who would prefer medium term self contained accommodation to a hotel, 
- Local and eastern states investors looking to increase their rental return will prefer 

Fremantle over other Councils and locations, 
- Bed and breakfast and affordable tourism accommodation, 
- Students from Murdoch and Notre Dame universities and other colleges looking for 

more affordable housing options, 
- Artists seeking simple living accommodation and studio space, and 
- Navy personnel from Rockingham looking for affordable accommodation. 

 
We note in an article in the ‘West Property’ section of the West Australian newspaper dated 
22 June 2011 that Quest Service Apartments plans to build its next large complex in Port 
Hedland, in an attempt to take advantage of the demand for short and long term 
accommodation. There remains a very large number of workers who return to Perth after 
short term and extended periods in the north-west looking for some down time and 
recreation in a centre that caters to all their leisure needs. As a vibrant cultural hub with 
great public transport links Fremantle is an obvious choice, providing affordable 
accommodation is available. 
 
There are a very significant number of participants in the arts industry in Fremantle. Earlier 
this year the Draft Cultural Strategy sought consultation with that sector and the Fremantle 
community as to the City’s plans to build Fremantle’s reputation as a festival city. It was 
accommodating practical contemporary use. It would seem that the proposed amendment to 
the local planning schemes offers the flexibility to consider secondary dwellings as potential 
working studio spaces for this sector. 
 
These planning amendments thus provide the City of Fremantle with an opportunity to 
become one of the most dynamic councils in Western Australia promoting population growth, 
tourism and an increased investment return.
It should be pointed out that Tourist Accommodation is not permitted within the Residential 
zone under LPS4. Therefore a Small Secondary Dwelling could not be used for Tourist 
Accommodation. Also, under LPS4 a Small Secondary Dwelling will not be able to be used 
for Short Stay Accommodation as it is not a Single House, Grouped Dwelling or Multiple 
Dwelling.  
 
A Small Secondary Dwelling could be used for Bed and Breakfast under the current 
provisions of LPS4 with planning approval. 
 
The proposed amendment is primarily aimed at providing affordable housing 
accommodation to be used on a permanent basis. Whilst further amendments may be 
considered in the future to enable Small Secondary Dwellings to be used for Short Stay 
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Accommodation, it is not recommended that the amendment be modified at this stage. 
d) 3. Time Constraints – planning approval delays
 
Our hands-on experience, however, is that the opportunity for clients to proceed with this 
typed of construction is more often than not handicapped by the planning and approval 
processes, in particular the process relating to the section 70A Notice on Certificates of Title. 
 
Ordinarily our clients have a very clear idea of their design needs and coupled with our 
construction experience, means that the process of reaching agreement with a client is a 
straightforward and time efficient process. The site surveys, professional drawings, energy 
efficiency and engineering assessments can proceed one after the other but typically the 
process comes to a stand still with the Council approval processes. These can take up to six 
months and serve as a real disincentive to people embarking on this process. The section 
70A Certificate of Title requirements are especially frustrating for us and for our clients. 
 
Approximately 80 percent of Granny Flats clients approach us to build for them in response 
to an unexpected family event. Regrettably, we have had clients whose family members 
have passed away whilst waiting for planning approval for secondary dwellings. 
 
By removing the process relating to planning approval the City will remove this very real 
hurdle for home owners and builders. 
Noted. The proposed amendment creates specific circumstances where the construction of 
a Small Secondary Dwelling is exempt from planning approval. This was a deliberate 
objective of the amendment to reduce some of the regulatory processes, where appropriate, 
that may present as barriers to the development of Small Secondary Dwellings.  
e) 4. Construction – ensuring construction and design standards
 
Granny Flats offers our clients an individually designed, cost effective steel construction 
which building is customised on site to specifications. Our micro homes are affordable but 
made of quality materials with very high star ratings for energy efficiency. 
 
Typically Granny Flats is able to construct a 70 square meter dwelling within a period of 
approximately eight to ten weeks on site. In our experience this period is approximately half 
to a third of the time required for the construction of a brick and tile equivalent dwelling. This 
period covers the entire construction from site works, pouring of concrete slab, erection of 
steel frame, insulation, external cladding, interior decoration and finish to lock up. 
 
Building time is an important consideration not only for the imperatives of home owners but 
also for neighbouring or adjacent properties and the impact of timely or otherwise 
construction upon the street, which issues have no doubt been raised or will be raised in 
public comment. 
 
Granny Flats is also aware that within the Fremantle community there are valid heritage and 
environmental sensitivities which are taken seriously by the City. Granny Flats offers its 
clients a wide range of external finishes to it micro homes which can be of a contemporary, 
traditional or cottage appearance depending upon the demands and style of the street 
scape. 
 
Granny Flats is able to create a masonry finish to the exterior in keeping with the style of 
some of the character homes in Fremantle and is also able to match the roof pitch on its 
micro homes to meet the roof pitch characteristic of the existing dwellings. We also prefer 
the use of minimum colour-bond over zinc-alum to reduce reflection.
Noted. 
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f) 4.1 Transportable Secondary Dwellings
Having regard to the type and wide range of secondary ‘dwellings’ available and what 
Granny Flats perceives to be the very poor quality of some of the granny flats on the market, 
we would ask the City to respectfully consider the following proposal: 
 
‘The City of Fremantle should amend its Proposed Scheme Amendment No 46 to prohibit 
the construction of ‘transportable’ granny flats.’ 
 
There are a large number of ‘donga’ style granny flats or ‘container’ style granny flats on the 
market which are generally sourced from Asia. They are prefabricated and of poor quality. 
Whilst the City may consider that it has already provided for notices to be served for the 
removal of dwellings that appear to be of a ‘sub-standard quality or appearance’, it would be 
preferable to prevent the erection of them in the first place by providing in the amendment for 
the exclusion of transportable dwellings. 
 
At present, apart from the provisions proposed in paragraph 7 above, there is nothing in the 
new provisions to prevent home owners from parking caravans permanently in their 
backyards as secondary rental accommodation.
The amendment does not propose any requirements relating to materials or type of 
construction for the Small Secondary Dwelling, rather leaving these choices up to the 
landowner. Hypothetically a ‘donga’ or converted caravan that meets the relevant BCA and 
health requirements could be considered as a Small Secondary Dwelling under the 
proposed amendment. However, under the current requirements of the R-Codes, ancillary 
accommodation, or even a standard dwelling, could be a transportable building or converted 
caravan. Proposals of this nature are fairly rare in the City of Fremantle and as such, it is not 
considered necessary to include specific requirements restricting these forms of building.  
 
Notwithstanding, the amendment does include specific provisions that enable the Council to 
take appropriate action to ensure that Small Secondary Dwellings are of a standard suitable 
to the residential area.  
 
Therefore no changes to the amendment are recommended. 
g) 4.2 Quality of Secondary Dwellings
 
Granny Flats also proposes that: 
 
‘The City of Fremantle increase it’s expectations of the ‘design standards’ of the secondary 
dwelling when an application is submitted for a Building Licence.’ 
 
Many poor quality granny flats are constructed using corrugated sheeting and end up looking 
like sheds. Others use PVC cladding which is cheap and an inappropriate material for these 
dwellings. The City should look at restricting the use of certain materials particularly given 
the environmental and heritage sensitivities in the Fremantle community. 
Refer to the previous point for comment.
 
In addition, modifications to the amendment are recommended so Small Secondary 
Dwellings are subject to planning approval on heritage listed properties. Assessment of the 
Small Secondary Dwelling will consider the impact of the Small Secondary Dwelling on the 
heritage listed property, which may include a preference for particular building materials. 
 
No changes to the amendment are recommended in this regard.
h) 4.3 Square Metres of Secondary Dwelling
A further construction issue upon which we would like to offer comments is the proposed 
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square metre allowance in the amendments of the secondary dwellings. We note that the 
City wishes to restrict the building area to 55 square metres for blocks of less than 600 
square metres. The existing area permitted for blocks of that size with planning approval is 
60 square metres. 
 
The extra five metres in terms of the overall size of the secondary dwelling is a significant 
percentage and an extremely useful extra space, for example, for cupboards or a storeroom 
or a pantry. Notwithstanding the simple living ideal offered by granny flats it is important that 
they are live-able for people and work for them and offer modern amenities. Five metres 
makes a real difference. However, in terms of the overall land size, five metres is a small 
percentage and would not make a great deal of difference. We are not aware of the City’s 
rationale for restricting it to 55 square metres. 
 
‘Granny Flats proposes that the City of Fremantle review its proposed amended limit of 55 
square metres on blocks of less than 600 square metres.’ 
 
At Granny Flats we have built secondary dwellings of 45, 60, 70 and 90 square metres. The 
real factor that the City should be guided by, is the existing Residential Design Code which 
prevents the total square metres of building constructed on a residential block from 
exceeding fifty percent of the total land area. In Fremantle many of the existing primary 
dwellings are not particularly large so to add a 60, 70 or 90 square metre granny flat does 
not create a total building area of more than fifty percent of the total land area. 
 
The issue of the loft or mezzanine touched upon in your amendments would also warrant 
closer examination and greater clarity for builders. The height restrictions and the 
dimensions generally do not appear to work in the context of granny flats we have 
constructed with garages downstairs and living space upstairs. It is not clear whether the 
City contemplates the loft or mezzanine for storage only or whether it genuinely intended 
that space could be nominated as living area. In our respectful submission the City needs to 
give this closer examination by reference to, amongst other things, the height allowances.
The maximum floor area requirement of 55sqm on lots equal to or less than 600sqm was a 
deliberate decision by Council with regard to the smaller lot sizes, particularly when 
considering that the open space requirements of the R-Codes are to be suspended. Whilst 
Ancillary accommodation may be up to 60sqm on lots equal to or less than 600sqm, the 
open space requirements of the R-Codes still need to be met, which may in turn reduce the 
potential size of the ancillary accommodation. 
 
The proposed maximum building height requirements under the definition of Small 
Secondary Dwelling are highly unlikely to allow a dwelling that has a garage downstairs with 
living upstairs. The amendment is based upon simple single storey construction, which may 
include a mezzanine or loft space for a small bedroom or storage area. It is considered 
possible to design such facilities within the maximum building height requirements of the 
amendment.  
i) 4.4 Detached v Semi-Detached Secondary Dwellings
 
Granny Flats proposes that the City consider semi-detached secondary dwellings as part of 
the proposed Amendment 46. 
 
At Granny Flats we have constructed many micro homes or granny flats as self contained 
accommodation that is attached or connected to the existing primary dwelling. Providing that 
there is separate access to the secondary dwelling this option is very popular with home 
owners and would still provide the tenant with the privacy they require. This option has the 
added benefit of increased security. 
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Upon a review of the City’s Scheme Amendment report there would appear to be nothing in 
the eight principles relied upon that persuades us these amendments should be limited to 
‘detached’ secondary dwellings. In fact, arguably, the overall impact of a small secondary 
dwelling that is attached or connected by corridor or otherwise to the primary dwelling will be 
more modest than the impact of a detached property.
To meet the circumstances where planning approval is not required, the Small Secondary 
Dwelling must be detached from the existing Single House. This provision was included in 
the proposed amendment to ensure that the secondary dwelling is visibly separate from the 
existing house – an important consideration with regards to heritage listed properties. A 
Small Secondary Dwelling could be attached to the existing Single House under the 
proposed amendment, however planning approval is required.
j) 5. Construction Costs – affordable housing
 
Granny Flats prides itself on providing a quality lower cost alternative for secondary 
dwellings. We note that one of the City’s objectives with this amendment is to achieve an 
increase in affordable housing stock in Fremantle. By way of a guide only Granny Flats is 
able to construct a forty two (42) square metre granny flat at a cost of $75,000. At current 
market conditions we estimate that to be capable of achieving a rental return of $300 per 
week. 
 
We would be happy to provide the City with further indications of construction costs upon 
request. 
 
We would also like to formally invite members of the City’s Planning and Building 
departments to visit and inspect our micro home prototype to gain a greater appreciation of 
this type of construction. We are also presently constructing a purpose built micro home 
display in Booragoon which we are confident of opening in March 2012. 
 
We also recommend that you visit Granny Flats on the ‘You Tube’ website (search Granny 
Flats WA) and you will be able to view videos of the various granny flats available. 
Noted. 
 
16 Owner/Occupier – R Murray

a) I strongly oppose any change to the Local Planning Scheme to allow the construction of a 
small secondary dwelling on properties where these is a[n] existing dwelling. I think the 
existing regulations allowing a family member occupying a small dwelling on existing 
property (subject to property size) goes far enough.
Noted. 
b) I think this proposal has the potential to cause chaos. Already, the City has problems with 
short stay accommodation dwellings. Many of which cause much grief to neighbours due to 
anti-social behaviour. Usually these short stay tenants are on holiday or are on business. In 
many cases they are in party mode and fail to respect their neighbours emenity (sic). In 
some cases it is the construction of the dwellings with very small courtyards having no sound 
deadening material [that] contributes to this problem. Amendment No. 46, if passed, will 
exacerbate this situation. 
LPS4 permits the use of Single Houses, Grouped Dwellings and Multiple Dwellings for the 
purpose of short stay accommodation without planning approval where occupied by 6 or 
fewer persons. However short stay accommodation is subject to a licensing system under 
the City’s Short Stay Accommodation Local Law 2008 where proponents of the short stay 
accommodation need to meet certain requirements before a licence is issued. 
 
Use of a Small Secondary Dwelling for short stay accommodation as the amendment is 
currently proposed would not be permitted as the Short Stay Dwelling will be a separate land 
use class, that is not Single House, Grouped Dwelling or Multiple Dwelling. 
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As such, no change to the proposed amendment is recommended.  
c) The Council says it is promoting a greater diversity of houses within Fremantle and is 
concerned with the declining number of affordable houses that are now available. 
Amendment No. 46 is not the way to do it. The Council should promote these goals by 
developing the properties they own. Environmentally sound 5 star* affordable housing 
should be constructed on these sites. Elsewhere in the world quality developments have 
been constructed avoiding the mistakes of the past. The Council has a fantastic opportunity 
to achieve these goals of greater diversity and population growth by creating NEW housing 
in the East End and other redevelopment sites within the City.
Whilst, in general terms, the City of Fremantle does not engage in broad scale property 
development, the City works in collaboration with the State land developer LandCorp in 
setting development guidance for areas such as the Lefroy Road Quarry, former Kim 
Beasley School site and Knutsford St area. These areas represent significant opportunity to 
increase the housing stock and diversity within Fremantle, and these objectives are certainly 
part of the vision for these areas. Amendment 46, however, aims to facilitate the 
development of small scale dwellings within existing residential areas where broad scale 
subdivision or redevelopment is not considered appropriate. Published research 
demonstrates that small secondary dwellings can make an important contribution to the 
supply of affordable rental accommodation, can be a source of supplementary income to 
assist with housing payments, encourage the retention of existing housing stock while 
creating dwellings for smaller household sizes, and integrate well in to existing residential 
areas. 
 
The recently gazetted East End amendment will enable broad scale redevelopment of that 
precinct which will result in a greater supply of apartment style accommodation. 
Redevelopment of the East End precinct is one way that Council is looking to increase the 
residential population and housing diversity within Fremantle. Amendment 46 is another 
initiative to meet these goals, however by providing small scale rental accommodation in 
existing residential areas, without creating long-term changes that would happen as a result 
of broad scale up-coding and redevelopment. 
 
No change to the proposed amendment is recommended.
d) The proposed changes to the planning code will only have a very small effect on 
population numbers and will create a climate of discord between neighbours. The resources 
of City officers used to come up with this proposal could be better used to examine D/A’s 
[development applications] more thoroughly, thus achieving better results for Fremantle 
ratepayers in the areas of privacy and noise reduction. They should use their time to 
promote quality new development to enhance, not destroy existing conditions for residents.
There are at least 5000 Single House residential lots within Fremantle greater than 450sqm 
where the ‘permitted development’ circumstances of the amendment may apply. Assuming a 
modest ‘take-up’ rate of 20% and an occupancy rate of between 2 persons for each Small 
Secondary Dwelling, there may be the potential for an additional 2000 persons to reside 
within the City of Fremantle based solely on this amendment. Whilst these numbers are 
evidently crude and do not take into consideration individual site conditions the intent of the 
amendment is to  create a situation where Small Secondary Dwellings can be developed, 
thus providing an opportunity for landowners to supplement their income whilst making a 
valuable contribution to the supply of affordable housing. 
 
No change to the proposed amendment is recommended.
e) Reading the Q & A [Frequently Asked Questions document] section of this proposal on 
the Council’s website reads like a horror story. The fact that someone can apply for 
permission to build one of these small dwellings without the Council advising neighbours is 
outrageous. What planet do these people live on? Certainly not this one! 
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The amendment proposes to exempt from planning approval Small Secondary Dwellings 
where specific development standards and site circumstances exist. Under these 
circumstances, neighbour notification will not occur. This situation is essentially no different 
from how the City currently treats an application for residential development that complies 
with the Acceptable Development provisions of the R-Codes. Where development satisfies 
the ‘deemed to comply’ requirements, there is generally no basis on which the Council may 
refuse the application. This approach to planning regulation is widely supported at all levels 
of government as it provides certainty for developers and residents alike. Neighbour 
consultation occurs where a proposal varies from the Acceptable Development provisions of 
the R-Codes and will occur where a Small Secondary Dwelling proposes variations from 
these ‘deemed to comply’ provisions. 
 
To a large extent, this amendment will rely on a level of self-assessment, which will most 
likely require a form of self certification. Should the proposed amendment be approved by 
the Council and Minister for Planning, the City will create a process for self-certification to 
ensure that when a building licence for a Small Secondary Dwelling is applied for, the 
applicant will be required to prove that the development meets the standards where planning 
approval is exempt.  
 
No change to the proposed amendment is recommended.
f) The precious little open space within Fremantle (gardens and yards for children to play 
and adults to enjoy) will be further reduced by this flawed proposal.
The development of a Small Secondary Dwelling will inevitably impact on the amount of 
open space on a given property, as would any new development on the site. However the 
amendment has been drafted to include maximum floor areas for Small Secondary 
Dwellings that cannot be varied in order to limit the impact of the dwelling on the amount of 
open space. Also, any future development to the existing Single House or Small Secondary 
Dwelling would be subject to the open space provisions of the R-Codes. 
 
No change to the proposed amendment is recommended.
g) Building these dwellings without providing parking also will further add to the vehicle 
chaos in our suburbs.
The amendment proposes that there is no on-site parking requirement for a Small 
Secondary Dwelling. There is still the ability for the landowner to provide a car bay, however 
this is not a requirement. It is acknowledged that there may be an impact on street parking, 
however the City sees the permanent impact of additional driveways and crossovers as 
being more detrimental to the area. Additionally, the amendment is aimed at providing more 
affordable housing for smaller households, including the elderly and less affluent, who may 
not even have the need for on-site parking. Given the relatively good availability of public 
transport within the City of Fremantle, not requiring on-site parking could be viewed as an 
appropriate promotion of a less car dependant form of living. 
 
No change to the proposed amendment is recommended.
h) Also, why use all these resources of Council to provide a windfall (rents) to a few 
ratepayers while creating problems for a greater number of people. Including Council staff 
who have to process D/As and deal with complaints from neighbours.
The proposed amendment is not anticipated to impact unduly on the current 
workloads of the City’s planning and development department. 
 
No change to the proposed amendment is recommended.
i) I also would like to know how many of the Council staff working on this proposal actually 
live in the Fremantle area. 
Where City staff live is not relevant to this proposal. 
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j) In conclusion I would ask the Council not to proceed with this flawed amendment and not 
be swayed by flowery rhetoric included in the Q & A point 3.
Noted. 
 
17 Housing Industry Association

a) Representing the residential construction industry, the HIA is supportive of all reforms to 
local planning schemes that provide for a wider range of housing solutions in the community 
and reduces red tape for owners and builders. Complying development models such as the 
proposed framework for small secondary dwellings are able to provide a consistent and 
transparent environment for the community to work with. Increased levels of red tape, 
complex approvals systems and delays in proceeding are barriers and additional costs that 
prevent appropriate developments from taking place.
Noted. 
b) The proposed amendment by the City of Fremantle, which is expected to enable more 
than 5,000 property owners to consider an additional small secondary dwelling, is a 
progressive step in increasing the diversity and range of housing solutions in the City of 
Fremantle. The HIA view the issue of housing diversity as an important factor in providing 
sufficient and appropriate levels of housing stock to meet the needs of the community into 
the future. 
Noted. 
c) In 2010 the Department of Planning produced the Directions 2031 report that outlined the 
future environment for housing supply through the Perth metropolitan area. Contained within 
this report was a target for urban infill of 47% across the existing urban areas of Perth. This 
target acknowledges that continuing reliance of expanding Greenfield sites on the fringes of 
the metropolitan area will place increased social and financial pressures on the community 
and that alternative infill strategies should be designed and implemented. The concept of 
small secondary dwellings, as part of an infill strategy, caters for both diversity and density in 
the broader community housing needs.
Noted. 
d) Diversity is achieved by an increase of stock in small one and two bedroom dwellings that 
can be utilised by people looking for low cost housing, or housing that is more appropriate to 
the needs of the consumer such as singles or couples without dependents. A reasonable 
density outcome is achieved with the utilisation of additional land space within existing lots 
and as the City of Fremantle has indicated in excess of 5,000 lots could meet the criteria for 
small secondary dwellings. Whilst it is unlikely that all opportunities would be taken up 
immediately it provides the City with an immediate increase in sites that can facilitate further 
housing without the timely and costly need for infrastructure.
Noted.  
e) The cost of infrastructure has often be viewed by the residential construction industry as a 
major hurdle in increasing housing stock throughout Western Australian and the HIA is 
continuing to lobby government on more innovative and cost effective mechanisms for 
infrastructure investment. The impact on infrastructure services through the City of 
Fremantle, whilst a consideration in the addition of 5,000 potential residences, would only be 
of an incremental increase and would not be of the scale to prevent such a policy being 
implemented. 
Noted. 
f)The HIA is supportive of the City of Fremantle’s decision to provide a complying 
development framework for small secondary dwellings in the Scheme amendment. The 
model proposed is conducive to the reforms within the Residential Design Codes which the 
HIA holds to be the starting point of all development applications in Western Australia. The 
proposal of establishing a clear, transparent and simplified set of parameters for the 
applicant to comply with is a step forward in the ability for customers to meet the design 
requirements to enable an efficient approval from the City. In establishing the complying 
development framework, the City of Fremantle has removed a number of development 
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hurdles such as the removal of parking requirements, open space and driveway access. The 
strategy of increasing the stock of small, affordable housing is very often blocked by the 
enforcement of such development requirements and the City of Fremantle has maximised 
the opportunity by making this decision. The removal of these barriers along with a stated 
maximum dwelling size, as determined by overall lot size, will again provide a level of 
certainty and transparency to those wishing to undertake such developments. 
Noted.  
g) With the proposed scheme amendment removing the current occupancy restrictions, the 
development of more small secondary dwellings within the City of Fremantle will provide a 
greater range of accommodation more appropriate to the housing needs of the community 
within the City of Fremantle. The HIA believes that with a major university, public hospital 
and entertainment precincts, the current choice of housing for essential and lower income 
workers is currently limited but would increase under the proposed small secondary 
dwellings policy 
Noted. 
h) The small secondary development scheme amendment is supported by the members of 
the HIA as a progressive and much needed step in addressing the housing needs of the 
community within the City of Fremantle. Industry members have shown interest in the 
development of this policy and are looking forward to working with owners to create a range 
of suitable housing solutions that fit within the proposed complying development framework.
Noted. 
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PSC1107-137 FINAL ADOPTION OF LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 2.13 AND 
SCHEME AMENDMENT NO. 45 - SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS 
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

ATTACHMENT 1– Scheme Amendment No. 45 and Local Planning Policy 2.13 - 
Summary of Submission Responses  
ADVERTISING PERIOD START 3 May 2011 FINISHED 20 June 2011 
 
No Name Submission Comments 
1 Western 

Power 
No objection Noted. 

2 Main 
Roads 

No objection Noted. 

3 Heritage 
Council of 
Western 
Australia 

Supportive of clause 1.2a of the policy, which 
gives Council the option to waive the requirement 
for a Green Star rating for heritage places if 
heritage values are at risk. HCWA also recognise 
that there are some tensions between the 
provision of sustainable design features and the 
retention of cultural heritage significance, but 
believe that these can usually be resolved. HCWA 
hope that there will be little requirement for 
Council to take this option. 
 
The retention of existing buildings recognises the 
values of embodied energy and can make a 
significant contribution to the reduction of waste 
and support sustainable design, as well as being 
consistent with retention of heritage places. 
Therefore HCWA support the clause that excludes 
application of the policy to refurbishment of 
existing buildings. 
 
Suggests that the City may wish to consider 
including in the policy provisions that encourage 
accreditation to Green star Rating of more than 4 
stars or a voluntary accreditation where the policy 
would otherwise not be applied. 

Noted. See 
discussion in 
Council report. 
 

4 Kelsall 
Binett 
Architects 

Progress towards implementing the visions of the 
City’s Strategic Plan will only be achieved through 
the coordination and integration of all planning 
policies which affect the various Strategic 
Imperatives. 
In all cases, it is necessary to consider the 
interaction of policies so that, for example, polices 
designed to encourage economic growth are fully 
considered in terms of the environmental and 
social implications. The aim should be to ensure 
that one of the Strategic Imperatives is not 
achieved to the detriment of others. 

Noted. See 
discussion in 
Council report. 
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One aspect of this is the need to reconcile 
Sustainable Building Design Requirements with 
the need to protect the character of the historic 
environment. 
While it is understood that choices will sometimes 
have to be made, Heritage Conservation and 
Sustainable Building Design can be 
complementary objectives. It should usually be 
possible to reconcile them fairly easily provided a 
certain level of thought and imagination is applied 
to the subject.  
The policy needs to include a requirement that will 
ensure that the right balance is achieved. Without 
this requirement being mandatory, it is possible 
that sustainable building design could be used to 
justify intrusive developments that would 
undermine the significant heritage character of an 
area.  
 
*Photograph included of a recently completed 
house in Subiaco to illustrate submitters concerns. 
 
It is possible that the question of right balance 
could be assessed in terms of the level of unity of 
the particular context (townscape or streetscape) 
and the characteristics that make a positive 
contribution to the established character of the 
precinct? It is implicit that the greater the 
significance of a place, the greater the weight that 
should be attached to sustaining its heritage 
values. An outcome of this type of categorized 
character appraisal could be planning policies that 
are applicable to the particular context, for 
example the more extensive and varied the 
townscape, the greater the range of potential 
options; the more homogenous, the greater the 
need for integration. 
 
As it stands the policy does not clearly address 
this issue. 

 
 

 


